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It was recently pointed out to us that there seems to be a shortage of female-authored stories, not only in
TFF but in science fiction generally. This may be, as some have suggested, because women prefer to write
horror and fantasy, and indeed these genres see more equal numbers of writers of the two sexes (but the experience of TTMC, who receive a lot of science fiction submissions from women, seems to belie that theory),
or it may be to do with the unwritten rules and expectations that most (male) editors of the genre propogate.
There is of course plenty of great science fiction by women such as Le Guin, Kress, Tiptree, Butler, Cadigan,
and Vonarburg, and there are male writers who write feminist science fiction, so this isn't about to become a
dirge for the genre.
It is interesting, though, that this is not a neutral conversation: any attempt to redress a perceived imbalance runs the risk of appearing to pander, to be guilty of positive discrimination, or of lowering standards.
(This is equally true of editors who try to attract black science fiction, queer authors, non-anglophone stories,
or other perhaps under-represented demographics.) In a partcularly bizarre thread last Summer, the Podcastle
fantasy podcast, edited by Rachel Swirsky, was charged with "sexism" [sic], on the grounds that several of
their stories had feminist viewpoints. Leaving aside the confused logic behind this complaint, the main point
to be made is that taking a strong editorial position is important; an editor makes choices, an editor has an
agenda, an editor discriminates, and an editor stands by her or his decisions. Otherwise we would not be editors, we would merely be the publishers of democratic and free-for-all collections of writing.
An old slogan defines feminism as "the radical idea that women are human beings". This is an important
statement, the more so because it has to be explained in what sense this idea is radical. If we merely said that
"women are human beings," nobody would disagree; it's an easy platitude. But that isn't enough: feminism is
the recognition that true equality, true freedom for both sexes requires the more radical idea that full human
rights still need to be fought for. The rights of women are up there with the rights of minority religions, the
rights of disadvantaged ethnicities, the rights of the poor, the rights of queer and transexual and polyamorous
people, the rights of unbelievers, the rights of those who disagree with you. And the rights of men. And they
all need to be fought for. (Just see the recent "Race Fail" controversy to see how wide some of the misunderstandings still are.)
Partly as a result of these thoughts, and partly because it's something that has always been close to our
hearts, we have decided to run a themed "feminist science fiction" issue of TFF toward the end of this year or
the beginning of 2010 (as long as it takes us to acquire the requisite number of stories). By "feminist" we do
not mean stories necessarily written by women or featuring female protagonists; what we are interested in are
science fiction (or speculative) stories that address issues of gender, sexual identity and sexuality; stories that
take the "radical idea" and do something about it; stories that can engage, empower, educate, and inspire men
and women alike. And of course stories that challenge our expectations, that avoid cliché, that are beautiful
and useful, that are social, political, and speculative cyberfiction.
Please follow the usual submission guidelines, and indicate in your cover letter that this is a submission
for the Feminist SF special issue. Stories submitted to the general pile will be considered for the feminist
themed issue, and stories submitted to the theme will be considered for the intervening issues. This will in no
way affect our selection criteria or standards: we shall still purchase only the best stories we receive.
In the meantime, enjoy the great art and fiction in this issue.
Many thanks to all of our contributors and associates.
March 2009
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RESPITE TIME
By Eric Del Carlo
model of coordinated transferral, even after
the Blue Situation below of earlier. Loder
was beside Craddic, standing in the flashclean stall, then with a jolly wink he had
vanished, off to the Null or the Rec or the
Mess or the Jewel or whatever else these fallows did with their time. Not that Craddic
didn't like Loder; and not even that he
frowned on the younger man's off-shift practices. It was larger than that in Craddic's
mind. It was the overall idea. Off-shift...offshift. What was that, really?
As always when he donned a new shift
suit, the readout blinked across his faceplate,
that caution, that automatic reminder of his
accumulated respite time. He had noted
those numbers decade after decade. He had
watched their accruing. It was by now a prodigious tally.
Craddic finished locking up the yellow
suit and carried his tools toward the mouth
of the gangway, which would lead him out to
within reach of those spinning, cavorting
golden engines. He met each task he was allotted at the Plant with equal singlemindedness and competence, but there was
something secretly special about servicing
these gigantic wonders. It was as near as he
had ever come to an actual enjoyment.

Deep in the Plant, far beneath the great
gyrating golden engines that dominated the
breathable upper levels where Craddic labored, the gong sound of the explosion originated. It was massive and felt in the boot
soles. Thirty-nine years had taught Craddic
all the tricks of gauging, and he knew the
subsonic thud and the vibration-ripples and
the first hollow taste of deafening noise
meant that major calamity had occurred in
the bowels of the Plant.
He poked Loder next to him with an elbow. He made the hand sign for "concussion
suit" to his colleague as he himself was already opening the crisis pack strapped to his
midriff, ahead of the alarms that now shrilled
out across the teeming concourse.
Loder moved with the short violent movements of repressed panic, and Craddic
helped him with the final securing of his
gear. The resonance from below was worsening, a vast rich roaring of upset space, a
shaking, a shrieking. People were tumbling
off their feet all around. Craddic adjusted
Loder into the proper stance, gave the
younger man's faceplate a reassuring pat and
got ready for the full upward-hurtling impact
himself.
They died by the thousands in the waybelow. Craddic had done his share down there,
but he had toughed his way through, done
the time, worked as others could not or
would not work; and some of those habits
had followed him up into the sweet air of
these lofty reaches, where the golden engines
danced and danced and the chances of being
killed on one's shift were too measly to seriously contemplate.

The manifest seriousness was there in the
appearance of the Overseer, in person. In a
career such as Craddic had had, he'd seen
such figures before. They came weighted
with the solemn opulence of folk legend, so
that it didn't matter if they were tall or squat,
robust or feeble; they appeared formidable,
forbidding.
This one in her white robe and cowl
He surrendered the glossy silver for the strode toward him as he was shedding the
bright rubbery yellow, with the thicker soled rubbery yellow shell, still feeling the marvelboots and the hefty gloves that reached al- ous swing and swoop of the golden engines,
most to his elbows. He traded regulator car- as if he were still clinging to their gleaming
tridges for the elegant medley of mainte- sides. Without looking directly at her he saw
nance tools. The shift change was its usual her approach him, halt, touch the flesh of his
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Righteous Labor Facility, I mean. Thirtynine! One sees all manner of things on this
job. But one waits and watches, and now and
then something extraordinary comes along.
The atypical statistic. The exaggerated case.
Do you know the difficulty I'll have convincing anybody that a client of mine has worked
successive shifts for nearly forty years?
Fabulo! Well, it's not your problem. I find I
am going to have to give you the virgin orientation, though the idea of prepping someone of your age is--is---"
"Dayn't wan' be a fallow." Craddic's voice
sounded strange to his ears. He had already
received his first dose of the procedure, and
it was slowing him in some disagreeable unsettling way.
The Jewel operator was given to smiles.
But he seemed perfectly competent with his
equipment, with his feeds and leads and
glowing apparatus.
"A fallow? That's that waybelow talk, isn't it? It's a Manipulate word. Curious, don't
you think, that you and yours were thought
to be the ultimate breed when you were first
produced. But the Facility yield never rose
significantly, not like those who crafted the
line boasted it would. Most of your kind
never made it up as far as you have. You're
up here in the air. "
Above, as Craddic lay prone, was the
echo of himself in the facet stretched out on
the table. How inert he looked, lying there
like that. Like he was already fallow.
The operator proceeded with the orientation. Craddic paid heed.
When it was over and the operator was
convinced of Craddic's understanding, he
offered up another smile, a thin pulling of
thin lips, and said, "Now you have choices.
Your respite time is, well, it's the most incredible amount of respite time I've ever
seen! There are any number of patterns we
The Jewel was an endless chain of facets, can implement, any dividing up of this timeand Craddic was underneath one of those --"
"Gim it all," Craddic said.
reflective coverings. He was lying back, un"You are aware of the amount of accumucomfortably, on the deep spongy comfort of
lated respite---"
the table.
"Wan' all. Now." He spoke the "now" like
"You're a Manipulate, so? Early sequence. Thirty-nine years at the Plant--at the the Overseer had spoken it, deliberate disupper arm with a black wand, then pause to
study the reading it displayed on its base.
She hooked a thumb into the cowl and
peeled it back. It was another shift change,
and this one was being disrupted by the
ogling, by the excited murmuring, by the stir
the Overseer's presence was causing.
"Your respite time is in excess," she said.
Her face had a creaminess, her eyes a clearness. Craddic inhaled her odor. It was cool,
very clean, but not antiseptic.
"Dayn't nee' respa time."
"You're a Manipulate."
She didn't ask, but he nodded anyway.
"You don't require sleep. Your food is
intra every ninth shift cycle."
"Yay." He was aware of all the other eyes
watching. A thousand donnings and sheddings of suits being made with deliberate
slowness. Loitering that would never have
been permitted in the Plant's lower levels.
"But you are still entitled to your respite."
Her tone was smooth, flowing. He didn't
know what to read into it. The inflections
were unfamiliar, the enunciation fabulously
crisp.
"Dayn't wan' it," he said. He wanted to
step into the waiting flash-clean, take away
the shift's greasy sweat, then suit himself
into the black cloak, the communications
helmet, and be off to his next task. He was
trained for a myriad of functions.
"That doesn't matter," the Overseer said
with what might have been vast calm. "Your
respite time is compulsory. You have been in
evasion. You will appear at the Jewel. Now."
Craddic did not have the chance to grab at
any clothing. He went suitless, at the Overseer's command, the shift change depot vanishing around him; and the last sight that of
the Overseer's creamy face and the inscrutable look in her clear eyes.
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Horses. Again, horses. But this was different; they were at a distance, running free,
without harness, without bridle, four of them
in full recreational canter. Different too was
this meadow, these undulating grasses, the
crisp feel of the individual blades. He lay as
he'd laid before, sprawled out. The overhead
vault that was the sky was here an immense
smear of pink and scarlet and radiant amber.
He sat up, looking out across the ocean of
pale green grass at the family of horses. Sire,
dam, colt, filly. The vocabulary was there, at
the ready. There were no people here, just
himself. The vastness of his solitude nearly
overpowered him, but this time he held off
the reaction, calling on instincts and discipline he'd learned on the lowest levels of the
Plant.
The plain was boundless, freer even than
the area with the houses and street, terminating only because he could not see over the
crescent of the far-off horizon. He got to his
feet. He wasn't wearing any of the many
suits he donned for his various tasks at the
Plant. He was as unclothed as if he were
about to flash-clean during a shift change. A
breeze was in motion here too, riffling the
grass, making patterns that expanded outward farther and farther, raising a great tranquil rustling. The air was ripe with the growing scents. He sucked it into himself, and his
lungs stung with the purity. It invaded every
suffocated little chamber throughout his
body, every stale cell, every part of him that
had gasped and choked and stingily apportioned every shallow inhalation of breath
during his younger days in the Plant's waybelow. It soon made him dizzy, and he
forced himself to slow his breathing.
The wind was cooling. A chill braced his
flesh. He recalled all he had gathered from
his orientation. He understood how to process these experiences, how to exploit the
spectacles.
The array was unrestricted.
The horses banked in graceful unison, cut
back across the plain. They were so heartbreakingly beautiful. With a final caching
suck of clean air he abandoned the verdant
plain.

tinct pronunciation.
The operator, however, iterated several
points from the orientation. Craddic listened,
knowing and appreciating that this man was
doing his task. But he didn't waver; he
wanted all his respite time now, all at once.
It was, after all, entirely his prerogative.
The slowing he had been feeling expanded through him, until it filled him and
overflowed gelatinously.
Horses. Instant knowledge of the beasts.
Dark cascading manes, great clopping
hooves. Marvels of muscular motion, a team
in harness, pulling a listing wagon over the
packed earth of the street. A wind moved
briskly, pouring air over him in slapdash
manner. He was here, in this place. He was
Craddic. He was where there was an impossible vault of blue-white for a ceiling.
Houses with peaked roofs, tall narrow windows, intricate brickwork, lined the street.
Birds were in flight. Flowers were in bloom
in garden plots fronting the houses. The
spectacle was peopled. People dressed in
flounces, in ponderously impractical hats, in
leathery leggings and embroidered vests.
The person manning the wagon, a fist full of
the bunched reins, raised his improbable hat
from his shaggy-haired head and called,
"Mistah Craddic, sah!" Enthused friendly
greeting.
Craddic was backing away from the
horses' jingling-jangling approach, reaction
rising like uncontrollable bile in his throat.
He had been warned.
His retreat was clumsy. Others on the
street were now calling his name. A lady in
lavender finery lifted an arching brow above
an elegantly libidinous eye, a smile tightening one corner of her ivory-delicate mouth.
Craddic's feet tangled. He went down
with a heavy awkward impact. His mentalbodily reaction was too extreme, threatening
to come up out of his throat and swallow his
head whole. There were people on all sides
of him. Movement at every corner of his
eyes. He scrabbled at the dirt, trying to regain his feet, seeking flight, seeking escape.
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the pleasing curve of her jawline, on the
twinkling he detected in her eyes.
But he didn't go forward to merge himself
with the group. Pleased with what he had
seen, he departed.

Horses? No. These were without an instantaneously fabricated memory reference.
These beasts had legs four meters in length
and joints that moved with comical fluidity.
They had bulbous horned heads. They galloped in reckless free style and bore riders,
gibbering little monkey-men who wore
wing-like capes of dark green leather. All
this jubilee played out against a backdrop of
cheerfully billowing purple. Craddic felt his
mouth tugging, twitching. It was a smile. He
was amused. This display was patently ridiculous. It was indiscriminate invention. He
didn't linger here, but he counted the visit as
rewarding.

Insects roared in the campfire-softened
nighttime. A field of starlight was slathered
overhead. One of the spent faces leaned forward, dancing light underscoring the bulging
eye sockets, and a fresh hunk of gemfoam
was tossed onto the stone-circled fire.
Flames of ruby, of emerald, of sapphire
leaped higher, raising the temperature a few
degrees for the circumscribing assembly.
Craddic was a part of the group. He knew
so immediately and felt a corresponding ease
here, a cozy belonging. There were five, six,
seven others here with him, merging shadows, ragged at every edge, fingers bony and
scabbed, clothing castoff and reassembled
into hobo costumes.
One among them was sawing at an instrument, raising sounds more melodic but not
unlike the caterwauling of the insects that
came from every direction of the wide
weedy field.
"Gip a rest, widyuh?" the one with the
longest beard said.
"Yak ant ear yuhsell tink," said another
sitting next to Craddic, apparently agreeing.
"Git Breet belch out a song," the instrumentalist retorted.
They spoke waybelow! Well, no. Not exactly. But the ruggedness of speech was so
familiar. It added to Craddic's warm feeling
of fellowship. These men and women had
odors about them, scents of mildew and misuse. But they did not reek of misery. Or bitterness. There was humor here. There was
compassion.
But these people were... fallows. It was
true. They did not labor. They had little
choice in the matter, however; there simply
wasn't work available.
How fantastic a concept that was.
"Ere, Craddic, hap a bango."
A fat marshy container was passed into
his hands. His mates made shadowy chuckles as he grappled with it, finally settling its

He gave the new street a long sweeping
look. It was an intricacy of vapor sculptures
and turnip-shaped structures of exceptional
charm. The stones of the street itself were
the rugged shells of rust-colored crustaceans;
the creatures were still alive inside, rising up
on sidling legs to relocate now and then, evidently untroubled by the foot traffic that trod
across their backs.
The street's pedestrians wore garments
that most resembled the fine robes of the
Overseers. They were in a constant state of
dialogue, traveling in twos, threes, fives,
dozens, none silent among them, each speaking over and under and around the incessant
speech of the others. Yet none of these verbal mishmashes sounded argumentative to
Craddic's ears. Every person within these
mobile conversational clusters seemed to be
getting in his or her full say. Every statement
received total attention; every question was
satisfied to its farthest extremity.
Craddic lifted a hand, saw his arm draped
in fabric, realized he too wore a robe; and
how silky and soothing the texture was.
A conversing throng marched past him. A
female with protruding needles of white hair
decorating her skull gave him a look of tender dismay. She was at the fringe of her cluster, and she did not interrupt her own speech
as she swiveled her head to stare, stunned to
see him standing alone, making discourse
with no one at all. His own gaze lingered on
The Future Fire 2009.15
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He glutted himself.
From all this, perhaps, arose a new sensation. Craddic felt hunger.

springy mass properly and putting his lips to
the nozzle. It blasted his mouth full of stinging tartness, and he swallowed.
As he handed off the container, he was
already experiencing the effects. They weren't unpleasant. Breet finally consented to
sing, and the rest of this merry band took it
up on the second verse, Craddic too. He was
awash in camaraderie. He was glutted with
goodwill. It was all very agreeable. He enjoyed every moment, and then he became
unconscious.

He ate at tables. He ate cheeses, some as
dense as rubber, some that crumbled at his
touch. He ate in banquet halls, tended to by a
phalanx of stewards. He devoured raw
meats, broiled fish, braised fowl. He ate at a
hundred restaurants from a score of eras. He
consumed dishes that oozed sauces, that
crackled with spices, that were shrouded in
aromatic steam. He ate off the tines of crystal forks, off the rough wood of a huntsman's
table, off the bare belly of a blue-skinned
female.
His mouth had a new life. He seared himself with curries, chilled his tongue with frozen desserts. His taste buds erupted. His
stomach was warmed, filled. But he was always able to eat more.
He knew even as he bit into the brittlesoft black shell of an Ikkêgi tango crab that
he was receiving intra on his table in the
Jewel and that this was the only nutrition he
had ever received and all he required.
These... tastes were as fantastic as the
women had been.
It was all new. It was all so new.

He stirred among silkiness. Cool sighing
fabric. The lighting, when he squinted open
his eyes, was subtle. The space was sumptuously appointed, a great grand bed adrift in a
huge chamber of abundant luxuriousness. He
felt sluggish, but the feeling was memory,
the pleasantly debilitating effects of that tart
liquid he had drunk.
He wasn't alone in the bed.
The smooth body squirmed up against
him, and breath spilled over his bare shoulder.
"My love, my Craddic, my beautiful
love..."
He turned, joined with her; and it ended
rather abruptly. After, he felt a keen urge to
relocate himself.

He swam in icy greenness and befriended
the furry dark darting creatures who called
the patch of ocean home.

Other women. Other bodies. He felt compelled to try the act again, and again. More
bodies. More women. He was soon celebrating the frolicsome variants of the female
form, as he deliberately directed his experiences for the first time. It was as the operator
had said it would be during the orientation.
Craddic conjured up one after the other. The
arch of hips, the plumpness of breasts, the
inviting warmths and wetnesses. How diverse they could be. Sizes, shapes, textures.
He was engrossed. It was enjoyment such as
he'd never known.
Then, eventually, inevitably, as the possibilities truly took hold, he had them in pairs,
in trios, in great orgiastic waves. Thirty-nine
years of labor at the Plant had put him
through a vast variety of tasks, and he applied that adaptability to this new exertion.
The Future Fire 2009.15

The Mirror Fountain and what he saw
therein.
The forest which burned in reverse.
Nights and nights with a woman named
Auggua.
Horses. Still marvels to him.
All the wonders within and without reality. He had access. He could manipulate; and
that was ironic because he was a Manipulate.
Sometimes he crafted the spectacles as he
wanted them to be. Other times he allowed
their flow.
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He walked the gangway until the great
golden engines came into view, reeling and
romping through their orbits. With a practiced ease he stepped aboard one as it
swooped past. That old delicious sense of
gaiety came over him, as it always did. Despite the wonders he had experienced, this
was still thrilling. The awesomeness of the
engines was undeniable. These powered the
Plant, and the Plant powered this world. And
Craddic, who had been manufactured in this
same Plant to serve its most lowly and hazardous tasks, was permitted to service these
giant engines.
The gyrating movements carried him
along. He edged his way across one of the
outer faces. Below was the concourse, teeming with the many colors of the many suits,
the figures so tiny. Craddic came to the array
of triangular knobs, the toothed slots, the
winking display-plates. He set down his
tools, picked the first from the bunch.
With a smile distorting his features he
went to work.
Alarms were flashing throughout the

It went on and on and on. The most incredible amount of respite time the operator
at the Jewel had ever seen.
He also slept, and that was the last of the
fundamental human conditions he had never
before undergone. It was a blissfully melancholic state, a sweet quietude, and when his
first dreams came, they were instructive.
Craddic looked upon the Plant. He looked
upon it from the outside. And as astounding
and mind-boggling as his new wealth of experiences had been, this was perhaps the
most unnerving. The Plant was not something one thought of as being anywhere, as
having a contained location. The Plant was
the Plant. It was all. Its inexhaustible scope
didn't allow one to imagine its boundaries or
even the possibility of such limits.
He had of course spent his entire Manipulate life within the Plant.
But here it was now. The view was from
above, from great altitude, the only way to
actually see the Righteous Labor Facility in
one take, in its entirety. It hulked over the
land, vast and dominating and forbidding.
But... there it stood. And it was a place. Contained. Finite. No matter that it eclipsed a
continent and threw a great swath of the
world into shadow.
Craddic closed his eyes. And opened
them. He was donning the bright yellow, the
rubbery gloves, the thick-soled boots. He
collected his tools and headed for the gangway.
The air in these lofty reaches of the Plant,
which had tasted so sweet, was as flat as
spoiled wine on his tongue. He had breathed
the glories of fertile forests, sucked seaborne
winds into his lungs. But this air, this Plant
air here at these levels, was air he had once
craved to breathe. Toward that end he had
striven to rise up through the menial ranks
by dint of his steadfast labor, seeking promotion to the higher levels, knowing that death
would eventually and inevitably claim him
in the waybelow. Certainly he could never
rise higher than he had. But his accomplishments, as a Manipulate, were extraordinary.
The Future Fire 2009.15
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by bodies wrung with exhaustion and desperate for any off-shift lull. Along the way to
the flash-clean stalls the Taskmasters in their
gray armor prodded the slower ones along
with spark-spitting goads. Craddic had
nearly forgotten about the Taskmasters.
After a few seconds in the inadequate
stall, still aching from exertion, he was
rousted out. He went immediately to suit up
in dull green, donning visor and suction
pads, and taking up the heavy scythe-like
implement he would need. The job he had
just done and the one he was about to undertake were both categorically more dangerous
and demanding than any task he'd performed
in all the years he had spent in the Plant's
lofty reaches.
They weren't Manipulates, those that had
decided his punishment, that was certain.
But neither was he different, not in those
characteristics that had delivered him up out
of these depths once before. He was still capable of working shift after shift, trading one
suit for another, never tiring, never hungering, never balking at any task. He would,
simply, do as he had done before.
He would survive. He would outlast.
Those that had put this loyalty collar on him
would never find reason to deliver the disciplinary charges it was designed for; and
eventually, inevitably, it would be removed,
and he would rise. Slower than before no
doubt. He would be watched; he would be
regarded suspiciously. But his singular diligence would pay off. He would rise.
When, a century from now, Craddic again
reached the dancing golden engines, there
would come a respite time for all.

Jewel. But, no. Only in his own area, the
facet above the table where he lay blinking
an urgent green. The operator looking down
on him with an expression of disgusted pity
wasn't the same one who had been here
when Craddic had arrived.
"Too bad," the operator said, disconnecting the feeds, consulting her equipment.
"Looked like you were having a jolly time of
it. But that last was a violation. It was explained to you in your orientation? Of course
it was. Serious breach. You're going to get
collared. What it must've been like,
though...all that time! Quite a respite. That's
going to have to hold you for, well, for a
long, long while."
The operator's face of pitying disgust was
replaced a few moments later by the visage
of a cowled Overseer. Craddic was just starting to feel minimal control of his body return
to him. Echoing impulses of his experiences
frazzled through his limbs, causing muscular
twitches; but these would pass.
The Overseer told him what the operator
had correctly predicted, what Craddic himself had known before he'd initiated that final
spectacle. But he had needed to have that
experience. He needed to know how it would
be to disable those golden engines.
For his violation he was indeed to be collared. And sent back down.
Sweat slimed his body beneath the slick
crimson coveralls. Goo bubbled its blackness
over his gloves as he stirred the vat's contents with a steel oar. The heat was blinding,
but he was not quite blinded; the atmosphere
was suffocating, but he drank what tiny
tastes of air he could find amongst all that
suffocation. He endured the rigors, the everimminent threat of a Blue Situation which
was just as likely to kill him and several hundred of his humble colleagues as it had been
when he had served down here in his
younger days.
The waybelow was as Craddic remembered it, just as foul, just as treacherous.
At the shift's end he trudged with the others, surrounded by hollowed hopeless eyes,
The Future Fire 2009.15
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The Transmigration
Nader Elhefnawy

Illustrations © 2009, Joy E. MacMillan

to heaven. And history had known no shortage of Crusaders or Jihadists ready to lay
down their lives in the belief that they would
go to paradise the instant they were struck
down. Unlike their paradise, this heaven let
you hear the testimonials of those who went
before you.
Not surprisingly the Church had found
adherents. Three hundred million had made
the journey so far, and they said that hundreds of millions more, perhaps billions
more, were on the waiting lists. (Fifty times
a Holocaust, their opponents cried!) Yet it
had all seemed so distant to Bobbie until two
weeks ago, when Pyrce told her that he
would be doing it, too, and that he wanted
her to be there with him, holding his hand
during the ceremony . . .
Pyrce Godwin was that most enduring of
nineteenth-century Romantic cliches: the
alienated and anguished artist. Pyrce was a
young painter of unconventional illusions,
moderate talent, modest background and no
connections, leaving him without access to
the circles in which he could have hoped for

September 2080
The Church of the Transmigration promised an eternity of bliss in the Higher Plane
of the virtual universe, unchained from the
bondage and pain of earthly life. It was
strange, the rationalizers admitted, but
stranger than becoming one with Brahma or
sitting at the right hand of God, stranger than
Nirvana or Heaven? Strange was not the
right word; mysterious was truer to its meaning.
And this heaven was one they could see
and taste and touch in Vir. This was a
heaven whose workings you could understand, a scientific heaven in place of the
mysteries of an earlier god. They uploaded
you into the computer, not just a consciousness but all of you, but you couldn't scan an
object so completely and leave it perfectly
intact. The process was literally deadly, it
fried your synapses and destroyed your
body. But then bodily death (and strictly
speaking, they did not consider it that,
"transmigration" was the word they always
used) had always been the price of admission
The Future Fire 2009.15
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nagged at her, and so did what she knew it
might have meant, that the rejectionists were
right, that life could not be so readily transferred, that the laws of thermodynamics held
for the soul, and something was lost in every
conversion of matter and energy, and something of Pyrce would be lost in the process.
Something essential.
Would he still be able to love? Bobbie
had long suspected that Pyrce felt more for
her than he let on, and that later grew into a
certainty that he loved her. He'd never been
able to tell her in so many words, but she
remembered the paintings of her he'd made,
paintings she'd never been meant to see, or
know about, and which he still thought were
his secret; she could see what he felt for the
subject.
Bobbie didn't know that he'd ever had a
girlfriend, or even if he'd lost his virginity
(and Vir didn't count). Perhaps, she thought,
even if she didn't love him back, she could
have let him make love to her, if maybe that
would have kept him from this—she'd done
it for far worse reasons than that. But it was
too late for anything like that, and once he
set his mind on something he could never let
go of it. Nothing she offered, not even herself, could have changed that; he had too
much foolish pride for that. She knew it because Pyrce had never given her the chance
to do it, never mentioned his involvement
with the Church until the date had been set.
"I'm Transmigrating," he told her simply.
"Two weeks from Tuesday. And I want you
to be there with me when I do it."
She didn't know what to say to that. She
just sat there stunned, open-mouthed, as he
watched her expectantly, waiting for her to
say yes.
"I don't think you've ever mentioned the
Church before," she said when she finally
gathered her wits about her. That wasn't
what she wanted to say, but what first came
to her mind would have just made things
worse. How could screaming help at a time
like this? That he'd lost his head was all the
more reason for her to keep hers.
"No," he said, either willfully ignoring or
blissfully ignorant of the meaning behind her

something like success, or the comforts that
softened the edges of such realities. Much
like his finances his health had never been
good. He was no cripple, and he may have
had a long life ahead of him, but his physical
frailties added to his existential ennui, further isolating him from the world. Pyrce had
never got along easily with others, nor they
with him, which was, perhaps, how she came
to be here with him; he so often seemed to
be within his own little world, just as she
was. And here the Church came, offering
him a vision of a beautiful world, where everything would be as it should be, and nothing
would ever hurt.
Sitting here alongside the scanner bed in
the softly lit, rectory-like hospital room, silent but for the hum of the machinery, all of
the things people had said against the Transmigration flooded into her mind, thoughts
that had frightened her ever since Pyrce told
her he was going to do this. That the computer programs in the Church's data banks
weren't a continuation of life, because such
things could never be alive. They simply
lacked the essence of experience, merely collecting and retaining data, they said. Machines were never born, linked to the rest of
the living universe through parents and their
parents and their parents back to the very
beginnings of life, and gestated in a process
where they recapitulated their evolution, but
were made whole, in a single piece. And
where even a single cell came into existence
alive, indeed was alive when it was mere potentiality, the most complex machine did not
even function until it was started up, silent
until someone plugged it into the wall. The
machine-men and machine-women were organized, not organic; synthetic, not natural.
It was all metaphysical babble to the sort
of hard-core rationalist, materialistic thinking Bobbie had been brought up with. What
was experience but data, the materialists
asked? And what were living things but nature's inventions? What were we all but information encoded in carbon? She knew she
had no answers to those questions, but at the
same time the thought of how no one had
ever been translated back from the machine
The Future Fire 2009.15
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hot tears on her cheeks, tasted their salt as
they rolled down to her lips, and continued
to hold his hand until the bed retracted into
the wall. She wondered if perhaps she loved
him, too, in her own way.
Moments later she heard Pyrce's voice.
"You're crying," he said. "Please, don't
cry for me."
She looked up at his hologram, a projection of the consciousness just uploaded into
the computer. His appearance was immaculate, and gave an impression of health and
strength and certainty that she had never
seen him to possess before. It was almost
like she was looking at an entirely different
man who just happened to have the same
facial features as Pyrce.
The hologram reached out, touched her
cheek, smiled. "I'm free now," he said.
It was not unexpected; this was part of the
ritual, the words said from the other side for
the consolation of the mourners, one common experience repeated over and over by
the millions the Transmigrated left behind.
"Yes, I know," Bobbie said. He was here,
she thought, she could hear him and speak to
him and even touch him. It might not always
be like that, she knew. The hold this world
and its things had on the Transmigrated went
only so far, and with the passage of time
they so often drifted away. But Pyrce's life
continued, she told herself, and still touched
her own life, and she would cherish every
moment of that she could. And he would at
last find some of the happiness that had exceeded his grasp in this world.

words.
"You're sure this is what you want?" she
asked, wondering if anything could stop him.
"There's no going back."
"I'm sure," he told her, looking her in the
eye.
"So this is . . . almost goodbye," she managed, a plan forming in the back of her mind
to snatch him away before the day even now,
a plan that she could never really enact.
"Of course not," Pyrce told her. "It's not
like I'm dying. I'm just . . . changing state.
The Pattern remains constant, though, and
we'll be able to see each other, just like before. Even better than before. It's supposed to
be like . . . being inside joy."
"That's what they say," Bobbie said, trying to smile. There had been tears in her eyes
then, too. She wondered if he'd seen them, if
they'd made him doubt for even a moment,
but if they had he never let her see it. His
brave front said that it didn't see through her
brave front.
"And don't wear black," he said. "It's not a
funeral."
"All right," she said, not feeling it, but
agreeing to do what he asked anyway. "I'll
wear the red dress. The one you always
liked."
He seemed pleased when she said that.
As the days wound down toward his
Translation to a Higher Plane, so did her
hope that he would relent, but it didn't die
completely, not until . . .
She felt his hand go limp in her own, and
she knew that he was no longer here. She felt

‘The Transmigration’ was first published in The Taj Mahal Reviw, June 2007
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Ephemeral Love
Melanie Rees

Artwork © 2009, Miguel Santos

In ungainly fashion, he lumbers towards
the shaft. An opaque tubular carriage rises to
the surface and with digits of ill-designed
dexterity he programs the sequence that will
take him to the lower levels of the ancient
hibernaculum. The carriage doors close and
stars vanish one by one, as he is plunged into
darkness and vertical descent. The darkness
is not soothing like the visual silence of the
night sky, rather an unnatural emptiness:
rigid and unmoving. Over the eons he has
never felt the urge to unplug, to vanish. Perhaps this is what they once called fear. He
flips an internal switch and tunes out to the
black commotion.

Deep within, something churns. A mechanical heartbeat pierces its way to the surface infringing upon the tranquillity, as the
sun sinks and surrenders to the numinous
night. Amphibians croak in the rich primordial swamps. A myriad of other creatures
join in and impart their tunes to the exultant
chorus.
In the distance, the silhouette of the mechanical down-shaft seems to be calling, almost beckoning. He stands on the precipice,
loyalties divided between obligation and
something that remains undefined. He needs
to remain here, to dwell in her golden aura,
comforted by her tender melodies and vibrant hues. But his commitments seem to
overshadow everything else. The masters of
the underworld trigger something deep
within; an instinctive mechanism tells him
that he must abide.
The Future Fire 2009.15

The carriage opens and reawakens him.
Trudging from the hateful elevator, ancient
sensor lights are triggered, illuminating the
vast antechamber. Although a thick film of
13

He can just make out the caskets of the hibernaculum, stacked in high, tiered columns,
like a tomb. Above the entrance is a golden
plaque engraved with the words "Buds for
the Valley of New Eden." Soon these socalled buds will blossom across fields and
hillsides. Their pollen will blow in the wind
to the atmosphere and wash downstream to
the oceans. Everywhere will be a mass of
bipedal flowers and their pollen.
Masses of them once stood in this cryostat
auditorium listening and waiting. They said
he would need to remember the 'love' humanity once shared and reaffirm belief in his
duties.
Like all of history, he remembers it vividly, although he is still not sure that he understands.

dust has settled and a few rodents have taken
up residency, it still looks like it did all those
millions of years ago.
There are four walls, each sharing a certain grandeur, a certain regality: although
they pale in comparison to her. The plasmainfused wall surrounding the down-shaft
shines with thousands of images from an age
long forgotten. He counted them once, only
sixty two thousand, three hundred and seven
relayed over and over again: images of people smiling out from the wall at him, people
holding hands, children running under sprinklers and walking with bare feet on manicured grass. On the adjacent southern and
northern walls lie two huge computer
screens and consoles. They span the entire
length of the antechamber, powered indirectly through the solar rays captured above.
Data flickers across their black surface intermittently. At the other end of the antechamber, the hibernaculum entrance dwindles in
the distance.
The tinny voice of the computer echoes
within the empty auditorium monotonously,
"De-stasis thawing will commence in two
hours. Please accept or reject recolonization status. De-atrophying process
will commence in seventy-four hours. Please
accept or reject re-colonization status...Destasis thawing will commence in two
hours..." It continues its message repeatedly.
The whirring of the hibernaculum's dethawing sequence starts up again, drowning
out the computer's tinkling and his own
thoughts.
Sluggishly he wanders across to the computer terminal and mulls over the readings.
Climatic trends scroll across the screen in
iridescent green lettering.
"Atmospheric methane: 1600 parts per
billion. Nitrous oxide: 280 parts per billion.
Carbon dioxide: 290 parts per million. Recolonisation status: 92.3% optimisation."
Why the re-colonisation percentage is below one hundred puzzles him. Perhaps they
are waiting for trees bejewelled with gold
leaves.
The whirring intensifies as the second
stage recolonisation process kicks into gear.
The Future Fire 2009.15

The speaker sits next to him, adorned in
full suit and tie, shielded from the scalding
heat outside by the antechamber.
In an opulent voice, the suited man commands attention. "Do not fear, my fellow
citizens, for our society will return. Yes, we
will sleep, but we will re-awake. This fiery
planet will cool, gases will dissipate, soils
will become enriched, resources will become
plentiful and...." The suited man's voice increases another 1.23 decibels as he raises his
hands and looks up at the ceiling "And the
rain... the rain, my friends, will fall like it
once did."
Looking up at the featureless ceiling quizzically, he searches his databanks for information on rain and retrieves images of small
children in oversized gumboots splashing in
muddy puddles and gastropods leaving silvery trails in wet lawns.
"And watching over us will be the Guardian, the newest R65 designed to be capable
of withstanding the Venusian-like climate,
which our world is spiralling towards. He
will ensure de-stasis occurs when our world
is perfect again. He will endure and hence
we will endure. And our economy and society will blossom like the fields of wild flowers that once graced our landscape."
The auditorium fills with rapture.
The suited man's voice mellows and he
14

clacked clay pans, a monocotyledon germinates. A tiny leaf blade emerges, twisting
and turning, capturing the sun. Several more
emerge. A fleshy homogeneous green carpet
spreads across the clay pan. Slowly other
green gems sprout amongst the carpet. They
become woody and grow tall. Far taller than
him. Always reaching for the sun.

reels off instructions. "If everyone would
like to make their way to the hibernaculum
with your lottery ticket ready the stewards
will usher you to your respective chambers."
Flanked by large men and a stately
woman the suited man is ushered to his resting spot. A young woman half his age and
with large belly hastens forward crying desperately.
Black suited men race forward. "You
don't even have a pass, miss, please step
back." They usher her away as she cries and
clutches her stomach.
Slowly the crowds start filtering across
the floor. Many are finely dressed with keepsakes and trinkets strung about their necks.
Some are turned away from the chamber despite cries of consternation. People scramble
impatiently creating a bottleneck at the entrance to the hibernaculum. A scuffle breaks
out. Several brutish men in camouflaged
trousers head towards the commotion. Shots
ring out. The antagonist falls listlessly to the
ground with a thud. Only a few young faces
bother to turn around.
The commotion slowly dies down and the
'future blooms', as the suited man calls them,
close up in their stasis capsules like petals
closing as the sun retreats from the sky.

Millennia pass. The rock he sits on erodes
with wind and rain. It turns to dust. He gets
up and wanders across the valley. More rain
falls and a pool forms downhill.

Millions of years pass. Tiny crustaceans
jump and pirouette in the thin film of water.
The pool grows and covers the entire valley
floor. After an age undefined, it teems with
life. Fish come to visit him at the lakes edge.
He calls one of them Freddie. Small Diptera
with delicate wings and slender legs tread
lightly on the water. Freddie snaps at one
with his elongated body and it sends ripples
across the lake before he dives back down
below. Freddie introduces him to his children, and his children's children's children.
One of them has little growths on his flanks.
The lake starts to become overcrowded. A
great, great descendent of Freddie walks up
the banks to meet him. Sedges and rushes
The auditorium becomes cold. Lifeless. grow, fringing the lake edge, sheltering her
Centuries pass. The computer hums monoto- inhabitants as they sing to him at night. He
sings back to her a reassuring lullaby. Who
nously. There are no other sounds.
The carriage of the up-shaft takes him to the lullaby is intended to reassure he is unthe world above. He shambles sluggishly sure. She seems to reassure him, with her
across the cracked clay pans to a nearby rock light and dark, her music and tranquillity, her
and awkwardly lowers himself into a sitting majestic curves and her tiny creatures.
He longs to see her again; he yearns for
position. Topsoil blows into the air with
gusty winds. The dusty haze picks up the her tender breath and exposed soul.
rays of the scorching sun. The sky glows orange behind silhouetted buildings. He
"De-stasis thawing will commence in
watches as the buildings crumple to the thirty minutes. Please accept or reject reground over hundreds of years.
colonization optimisation status."
The mechanical intrusion whirrs into his
Millennia pass. A sound chimes through- thoughts, pierces his circuits. Addle-pated he
out his head, like something hitting metal. looks again at the giant screen that towers
He looks up to the scorching sky and drop- forebodingly above him. He cannot argue
lets of liquid splatter upon his outstretched with the figures, everything is indeed perhand. The water trickles at first and then the fect. Long-term climatic conditions are staskies open unforgivingly. In between the ble, resources have renewed, and there are
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promising signs of life with fish, amphibians
and birds flourishing again.
He dubiously mutters to himself, "After
two million years of stasis everything is indeed perfect."

love? No, this feeling is not a fleeting thing;
it has grown over the ages. They could not
possibly have a word to describe the way he
feels for her.
The churning and whirring has ceased.
"So what do you think? Should I give
He emerges from the elevator. She is them another million years?" he asks the
there to greet him. Her rich blue veins slink sun-kissed hills and river.
down into the hills. Two birds perform a pas
She whispers back with an earthly sigh,
des deux above the river as something scam- shrouding him in a misty blanket.
pers through the undergrowth. Her morning
"Okay, you are right, two million would
dew glistens with the clear sunlight as if a be better," he replies, and awkwardly makes
million shards of mirrored glass have been his way to the horizon and beyond the valley
strewn across the valley. Unparalleled of New Eden.
beauty. Perhaps this is what they once called
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The Recycled Man
(part one)
Rob Sharp

Illustrations © 2009 by Carmen

The wind up on the dike cut through the
Tallyman like a thousand knives, as he
crawled along its top, hugging whatever
shelter he could find above the drowned
streets of Old London. Then it was always
windy at this time of the year, which was
why the citizens of Southern GB called their
new home 'Hurricane City'.
Below in the darkness, he could hear the
rhythmic swell of the North Sea gnawing
away at the reinforced foamconcrete, as the
water continued to rise a little more each
year. But his thoughts were on the job rather
than the state of the nation; focusing on a
The Future Fire 2009.15

debtor somewhere up ahead. Ancient history
wasn't his strong point.
Then to the Tallyman, the world was
only eighteen months old.
Initialised
on
Jun8/2102.
Authorised by Company Audit Law
Mar10/2099.
Due for his two year defrag, or 100 terminations, which ever came first. Eighteen
months on the Company's books, after the
original owner of this body had died.
The wind increased a notch, flapping
Finn's all-weather coat like a bat's wings, as
he inched along the lip of the concrete dike,
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storm. Picking out six individuals, he compared voiceprints over HeadSpace against
the employment register again.
And there was his quarry, as bright as a
Scottish day.
Grinning, Finn let go of the rope and
dropped the remaining twenty-five feet.
As he fell, several carbon shafted arrows
whistled passed his head, embedding into the
dike. Happy day. The debtor and his friends
knew the Tallyman was coming.
Landing hard on both feet, he skidded
slightly on the inspection jetty, which was
covered in slime and crustaceans from the
high winter tides. The intense smell of saline
water flooded his olfactory sensors for a second or two, masking the familiar stink of human sweat. The scent of fear. Then he found
his focus... They were trying to tackle him
from two sides at once.
The Tallyman dipped the snout of his
Salamander into the briny sea for a second. It
sucked up both water and weed, thirstily accepting whatever ammunition Finn fed it.
Then he fired, with an explosive crack. Propelled by exploding butane3, which heated
the seawater to just over boiling point, the
gas-gun's four nipple exhausts vented blue
flame as it spewed the liquid out at high velocity.
There was a scream to Finn's right, as
target4 was caught full in the face with the
blast of scalding water. He heard the man
scrabbling to retain his footage on the slick
inspection gantry, before toppling into the
cruel sea.
Target2 struck blindly with a D-blade,
catching the Tallyman in the right shoulder.
It cut through his teflaxcoat and slid through
to the warm flesh underneath. Finn's morphine shunt counteracted the pain just a
nano-second too late, as the ghost of a feeling made him grit his teeth against the agony, which never quite came.
Scraping the gun against the crumbling
foamconcrete wall, the Salamander sucked
in what debris it could and Finn flipped the
weapon over his shoulder, pulling the trigger. There was a bang, and the gas exhausts
singed the side of his face, as another yelp

his HeadSpace visor trying to pick up any
clue to the debtor's mode of escape.
To the Tallyman's knowledge-implant of
coastal weather patterns, it was too risky to
launch a dirigible for the continent at this
time of year. No, it was a boat this particular
Meep was after. Lose himself in the ruins of
London for a week or two, and then head out
to Iceland, home of the creditless and the
brave.
Which meant the Target1 would have
help.
Finn eventually found the evidence.
Ropes and climbing gear hanging down the
steep slope of the dike, dropping away into
the darkness. He raised his dripping HeadSpace visor and sniffed at one of the ropes
like a dog. Epithelials were present. Someone was in such a fucking hurry they'd not
had time to slip on gloves. The ironglass
crown embedded in his brain piggybacked
Hurricane City's employment register. Everyone's ID sat in that database, even if you
were just passing through the new, hi-rize
London for a day, the corporate peepers
would pick up your ID tag. Read everything
about you from three generations of ancestors to what colour socks you preferred.
Bullet points on the three samples he'd
inhaled shot back into his consciousness.
• An estate agent.
• A surrogate-mother.
• A drowned-earther.
All bucking against the Company line.
This was going to be a fucking messy
one. Zealots always fought harder.
From the long holster underneath his left
armpit, the Tallyman withdrew an ornately
crafted weapon known as a Salamander. For
luck, he kissed the bulbous gas jet ring at the
end of the barrel, before gripping the rope
himself and leaning back into the vicious
wind. Abseiling down the dike into the unknown, he could feel the foamconcrete
crunching beneath his A-top boots.
Closer to the rolling sea, the icy spray
whipped around him, courtesy of the wind.
With his upgraded hearing, Finn could just
detect voices inside nature's roar. People
shouting to each other across the gale force
The Future Fire 2009.15
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from behind a ventilation stack across the
flat, decaying roof he had now reached. Leveling his weapon, he let loose with the piece
of tile. Target3 caught it in the head. He did
a little backwards dance before the fool realised he was dead, and then he crashed
through the wet, rotted roof.
Picking his spots carefully, Finn tried to
calculate the construction of the building.
Where the load supporting girders, rusting
away after over 60 years, would still be. One
false step and he'd be through the rotten asphalt too and falling into Jeesus only knew
what inside the derelict, flooded building.
He paused to kick the dead man's crossbow across the tiles and over the side. Now
he had a quiver of slim black arrows, of
which he placed three in the barrel of his
Salamander.
Then there it was. A small, single-sailed
craft, moored between the buildings, being
tossed and thrown about like a kid's toy by
the ocean's swell. There were two people
already in the boat, with another trying to
cast off. The sail had that fucking familiar
single eye motif painted on it, in red, white
and blue. The mark of the Egyptian Big
Brother. Whether the boat had been bought
from one of Ra's people, or whether it was
just a copycat, didn't really matter. This attempted removal of a loan defaulter from the
country would be logged down as part of the
terrorist organisation's personal debt to the
Company.
To balance the books.
The gale was winding up again and Finn
made a few quick calculations, which confirmed that any shot from this distance
would probably miss. He would have to reclaim the loan up close and merciful.
Catching a trailing rope in his free hand,
left by the fleeing conspirators, he slid down
like some maniac pirate of old. Casually, he
fired again on the move—Bam!—Never tiring of that hot explosive noise and the exhaust flashes of fire from the snout of his
pistol. Target6 went overboard with the arrows forming a nice triangular grouping in
his chest. Target5 and the debtor in question
both froze.

told him he'd caught Target2 with a glancing
blow. Finn kicked back with his left foot and
felt the satisfying crunch of bone breaking
beneath his boot. Turning, he had only a
glimpse of his attacker before he whacked
her in the face with the gun's heavy butt.
The Age of Chivalry was officially dead.
Either deceased or unconscious, Target2
slithered down the dike wall.
Two more arrows whistled through the
darkness, catching him in the chest and under the ribs. Pulling them free, he felt the
first arrow had collapsed his right lung.
Adrenaline and painkillers flooded his system as he leapt blindly into the dark, to land
on the pitched roof of some ancient, rotting
building.
The lung would slow him down, so he
had to take out the rest of these fucking
Meeps quicktime. Wheezing slightly, he
loped along the slippery roof ridge, as the
sea splashed across his boots, threatening to
wash him away into the blackness below.
More arrows. But the shooter was becoming erratic; panicking. An old metal ladder hung down from the brick wall before
him, so the Tallyman started to climb. Up
and up he went, momentarily cut off from
the wind that had been his friend since he
had left the city gates, two hours before.
There was a piece of tile loose on the
top of the rusted fire escape, which Finn
jammed into the greedy barrel of his gun. He
had a chest belt under his coat with a variety
of nasty experimental ammunition, but they
cost credits. He'd used too many rubber bullets and acid slugs this month and the fine in
his life-account was already quite substantial. So he improvised.
"That is what the Salamander is designed for!" the voice of his Glaswegian
arms training officer from sixteen months
ago echoed around his head. "Butane3 explosive powered, it can fire bloody anything
you can stuff in its gob! Use what you can
find as a weapon. Goose feathers shot out of
the Salamander will still bloody hurt!"
"Right..." Finn whispered back at his
friend the wind as it picked up again.
The silhouette of the archer bobbed out
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met, other than when one Company sent
them up against each other, was in Refit.
"Jeesus... So how come you ended up in
here?" Jean4280 cast her china blue eyes
around the tiny surgical room. It was like a
real hospital, but studded with Company logos and designer weapons racks. Sort of
MedicLite.
"Took my fucking eyes off the Meep in
the sea. As my Target1 keeled over dead, she
stuck that crud plastic axe right through my
boot! Lost two toes and part of the foot...
Plus, with a collapsed lung, my Company
sent me to Refit."
"Bet you sorted her for that!"
"Too busy hoping around, swearing. My
shunt was out of painkillers. Still, they'll recycle the other five bodies from this job. I
should still cream a tidy bonus off the top.
Guess the axe lady'll float down the Thames
later this week, and I'll claim her too. It was
not a good night for a swim!"
The two professional debt collectors
laughed. A moment of relaxation. A bit of
companionship. Better than the carton of
booze Finn usually met up with after such a
case.
A nurse dressed in flimsy medical
greens wandered in from the moving walkway, clipboard in hand, chewing Kato's stimgum. Finn could smell the nutmeg on her
breath. Sexy.
"Jean4280. You're outta here this afternoon. Replacement left hand, ulna, bone regrowth, repaired ribs and intercostal muscles, three litres of bullsblood—account
charge?"
"Yep."
"Let's hope you're good for it!" Finn
chuckled.
"Shut it," the girl replied with a wry
grin.
"Press here." The humourless nurse ignored the exchange and held out the charge
sheet for Jean4280 to thumb. The tiny ironglass splinter embedded in the Tallyman's
right digit made contact with the aluminium
seal on the docket, and the book was balanced. Jean swept back the single bed sheet,
oblivious of the fact she was wearing only a

For the longest moment, the three combatants in drowned London looked at each
other. A small plastic hatchet hung from Target5's belt. The girl with the funky mass of
curly brown hair was wondering if she could
unhook it in time. Finn had an empty gun in
his paw. Then the debtor went and spoiled
the moment by beginning to blub like some
juvenile found stealing sweetstuff from the
people's market.
The Tallyman took the initiative. Popping a fat rubber shell from his chest belt, he
had loaded and fired before either of the two
criminals could react. The rubber bullet
whacked neatly off the woman's forehead,
tipping her back into the sea. Ricocheting, it
caught the fat, fifty-something loan defaulter
on the ear.
"Ow!" Target1 exclaimed, holding the
side of his head. He was already crying profusely. All dignity and whatever courage he
once had in taking on the Company long
since gone.
"Can't we come to some sort of... arrangement?" He hung onto the side of the
pitching boat, a trickle of blood now running
down his neck from the bruised ear onto his
white collar.
"Don't be bloody silly," replied Finn.
"With your debt, you're worth more to the
Company dead than alive!" The spray was
running down his angled, honey-coloured
HeadSpace visor as he loaded another gift
into the mouth of his ornate gun.
Here came the legal bit.
"Jon Forester of no fixed abode... For
monies owed to Xiang&Whitechapel, LondonSalvage2300 and AppleVirgin, your
ticket is well and truly punched!"
And with his usual coldness of heart, the
Tallyman leveled his gilded and carved pistol at the fat man's head, and lovingly
squeezed the trigger.
"Then he collapsed. Just like that. Had a
heart attack and pegged out on me, before I
could fire."
Jean4280 smiled from the opposite bed,
chewing on sweetstuff. It had been Finn's
turn to tell the tale. The one time Tallymen
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Completing the form and thumbing it,
Finn smiled at the female worker.
"Don't suppose you fancy..." he got out.
She shook her head a little too quickly.
"Ta, but I'm with someone at the moment... Fills the gaps between jobs, if you
catch my drift."
They both laughed nervously. With
someone.
Finn would have bet his weeks' wage
that she was sleeping with some live stiff.
Even the dead thought twice about screwing
with the dead.
"No problem, girl," he said, as they both
left the Refit hospital. The toes would have
to do for the time being. He'd bargain a discount next time he was in. Who knew—he
might just get a new fucking leg and sort the
problem.
The corporate man-hunters both
emerged into the neon mall, self-consciously
adjusted their HeadSpace visors and went
their separate ways, to avoid any more embarrassment. Pressing his visor to opaque
and letting part of his consciousness slide
into the numbing synth-muzak, he wound his
way down from the seventy-third floor of
Hurricane City to the Accelerator north...
and home. The tag Finn had transferred to
his coat glittered in the shop lights; cheap
and gaudy. Occasionally someone would
give him a funny glance, or walk around the
space he was heading for. Despite human
recycling being the law for the last seventeen
years, normal folk were still none too comfortable at sharing their lives with the living
dead.
Finn5612 was only 18 months old.
That was all the information the Company would give him. Like every other resurrected body in Hurricane City, he had no
memory of who he had been, what he had
been called, or how he had died. Neither did
he have the right by Company Law to find
these simple facts out. That was the deal
with recycled men.
In the Great Credit Crash of 2052, what
laughingly remained of the world's governments had folded like the piss-poor poker
players they all were. Out of the 24 hours of

pair of tight paper hospital panties, and
started to unpack her kit from the metal
locker next to her bed.
"Finn..." the nurse came around to him.
"Full name, please."
Finn ran his tongue over the top of his
teeth, staring out the health worker.
"Won't that do?" he muttered, avoiding
Jean4280's curious stare. "You'll be getting
my thumb print in a second anyways."
"Course it won't do! You trying to pass
for alive or something?" the nurse snapped
back. Then her face slipped a touch and she
stopped that incessant chewing.
"I-I didn't mean anything by that, guy. It
came out all wrong..." she stuttered.
Finn and the female Tallyman exchanged rapid glances. Flicking the plastic
ID with his forefinger, Finn spun it around
like a top, the holograms straining to keep
his photo-image and serial numbers in focus.
"I don't need fucking reminding that I'm
bloody dead, it says Recyc right here on the
tag—just under my Company name. You
wouldn't be palming us off with this thirdclass medical shite if we were living customers!"
He ripped back the thin bed sheet and
wiggled his two new toes. They were black
and slightly too large. Not black, bruised
black, but Negro black. Finn's skin, although
tanned by the wind and the sun from his
many hours outside the city walls, was definitely Caucasian.
He scribbled the numbers '5612' after his
given name. The 5612nd Finn registered as
recycled on the Greater Mergers and Acquisitions Register. 5612 dead men, brought
back to life again with an ironglass crown
spiked speared into their brains, filling their
minds with false identities and Company line
values.
Jean4280 made spooky noises and
stretched out her arms.
"Ooooo... Get down with the xombies!"
The nurse blanched and turned-tail,
leaving the unfinished tally clipped to the
foot of Finn's bed. The recycled pair laughed
hysterically at her expense for a good five
minutes, whilst they both got dressed.
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ceiling. Sixteen months of therapy later, it
still needed repainting. That crack in the
plaster between the light panel and the architrave was getting worse.
After a retrieval of a debt like his last
one, the Company always insisted on a
psych-evaluation. Not out of the kindness of
their little Corporate hearts, rather as a way
of protecting their assets. A recycled man
was Credits in the bank. A sane recycled
man, anyway.
The tiny box of a room had changed
subtly since Finn's last session. It had become a sort of hobby with him, observing
other people's trinkets. Feeding off other
people's lives. Inset into the walls, the illuminated niches now contained a slim glass vase
with a single modified rose in it, a polished
pebble from the ancient Brighton beach,
(now under twenty five foot of sea,) and a
toy car made of metal and plastic, as bright
as the day it had been made over 150 years
before, excavated from one of the northern
land-fill mines.
Such stuff was priceless in this sanitised
age.
"Am I tickety-boo?" Finn finally interrupted the silence. The psych was too busy
filling in her forms on a tabletop Babbage.
"Oh... Yes, you're clear," she muttered,
abruptly realising he was still in the room.
"Er, no more of those odd dreams, by-theby?"
Finn shook his head, pulling a face.
"Fine. Same time next week?"
"Sure thing."
Outside the crumbling offices of the
medical tower, the Tallyman finally let out
his breath. Why he had just lied about the
dreams, he wasn't really sure. Maybe it was
some form of childish rebellion about spending his miserably short life being prodded
and poked by disinterested Company payrollers.
Just a little secret to keep to himself.
There was no harm in that... was there?

bitter ashes, had risen the Pan-Corporations,
the Global Conglomerates (who had been
running the puppet show from behind the
stage anyway,) here to save the world—for a
reasonable fee, plus tax, plus 30% on the top,
all with free airmiles and a brand new Citizen's ID.
Now everyone was a Company Man.
But in a country already blighted by
thirty years of African Corporate wars, followed by human sterility problems and three
cat flu pandemics, GB needed its living dead
to fight, to police, to do its fucking shitty
jobs. Hell, they had to recycle every other
damn thing in this used up world, right down
to the air, so what was so wrong with recycling valuable human cadavers?
As a study in the late 2080's had first
pointed out, the wealth of raw materials, energy footprint and Corporate Dollartime invested in raising a human being, made Man
the most expensive, least cost-effective thing
produced on the planet today. So the PanCorporation law was passed to recycle the
dead.
What few religious voices shouted out
against this action were soon silenced. According to all current beliefs, once a corporate form died and its soul moved on, it became so much meat. Meat that could be refitted, a brain that could be lobotomised and an
artificial Corporation-owned personality
placed in the cadaver's head, via ironglass
technology.
Investment repaid.
The books had to be balanced.
What the dead thought about all of this,
was of no consequence whatsoever.
"And how did you feel about killing the
woman by the sea wall?" the psychotherapist
asked, in that sugary, disinterested way she
always had. That they all always had.
"Not a lot. She'd just stuck me with a
frigging D-blade, so I didn't have time for
finesse. Could have been XNA'd or poisoned. Desperate felons don't give a tinker's
cuss what they do to us Recycs. Anything to
get the dead men off their cheap coat tails."
Finn lay on the soft couch, staring at the
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Hurricane City stretched above and below
Finn like a forest of twinkling Christmas
trees. Over the advertising slogans leaching
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the rubberised walkways that moved at a
steady seven miles per hour into the Wheatsheaf district, the short hairs on the nape of
his neck began to rise. Accentuated senses
all quietly came on line like a dream. Someone was following him.
There was Maintenance Krew swinging
from safety ropes high up above near the
transparent membrane, which kept out the
weather. Workers updating the superstructure of the city's neon-arteries, 25/7. Humans
in simpatico harmony with heavy-lifting
Gonzos, constantly rebuilding Hurricane
City. They were its invisible electric-blood.
A man could drop two hundred feet on a spider-rope in six seconds, if he was skilled
enough. If someone were marking him, that
was where the attack would come from.
That's the way Finn would do it.
But no attack came. He drew his overcoat closer and pushed passed the slowstrollers on the moving sidewalk, now anxious to
get home.
Home was a living cube on the outskirts
of the Wheatsheaf area. Prefabricated units,
stacked deep and high like old truck containers, strapped together by plastic I-beams and
cross-struts. You got in to a communal corridor by dropping down a vacuum chute and
landing like a cat—once you'd given the
peeper your thumb.
It was quick, and it was clean—most of
the time. Finn felt a modicum of gratitude
that the Napoleon hi-rizers were barely
twenty-five years old. Condensation was removed by an antique aircon system and the
smell varied, depending on what day of the
week it was. Today, Wednesday, the hi-rize
had that familiar nosegay of madras curry
with a little undertone of shoe polish.
And the phantom shit-signer had been
writing in his own bodily waste on the main
corridor again. If Finn ever caught the little
fucker, he'd feed the Meep's plums into the
mouth of his Salamander and pull the sodding trigger.
Inside his hermetically sealed cube, the
Tallyman shed his outdoor clothes. Heat and
light responded as he locked the sliding door
behind him. It was chilly, as usual, but he

out of moving billboards, and junk-media
flash-operas starring the latest pneumatic
Avatars, he tuned in to HeadSpace. He was
still trussed up in his plum coloured, allweather coat and a wide Spanish Salvador
fedora pulled down to his eyes. Before him,
his breath coalesced. Sometimes it was all he
had to prove he was still alive... second time
around.
The city was kept cold out of the balconies and walkways, to conserve energy. Its
population huddled in wool and cotton garments, produced in the northern GB factories
once again. Tall steaming chimneys reaching
for the stars, after a century and a half hiatus
in the Lancashire and Yorkshire valleys.
Energy efficiency = Home Grown.
China was so Turn-of-the-Century as a
world supplier. India had had its day. The
Americas were in a worse state than GB. Africa rose like an avenging angel, overpriced
and over there; so GB had been forced to dig
in and focused on the three things it did the
best. Cheap manufacturing, queuing and
complaining about the weather.
Amongst the bundled up forms of the
city dwellers, dirty coloured balloon-shapes
moved, bobbing up and down in a disconcerting way. These were Gonzos; multipurpose flying robotic slaves. The eyes and
ears of the Corporations. In a world where
the birthrate had dropped to 0.7 per couple,
Mankind needed these artificial drones to do
the mindless work. And then there were the
dead-men, of course. Most folk preferred the
company of Gonzo-bots rather than Finn's
kind.
The moving murals, wrapped around the
fat towers of Hurricane, told a thousand tales
of exotic climes and heterosexual relationships. Avatars of the perfect-looking guy and
girl, selling you a new lifestyle. The golden
city of Glasgow, with its sunny climate ten
months of the year and newly opened recreational lakes, called out for custom. Finn had
been there the previous year, after an identity
fraudster. He had enjoyed the sunshine, but
couldn't understand a word the bloody Jocks
said.
As the Tallyman worked his way down
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Why, he wasn't sure.
Whether he had had a dog himself when
he had been alive, sometime back in his distant childhood, he could never know. Access
to past lives was against too many laws to
count. But the times were right for a dog
back then. It was before the first devastating
wave of cat flu and the animal genocide orders.
Now only mad, rich old ladies had pets,
locked away with them in luxury accommodations. Old folk's restraining-homes,
bricked up from the outside world.
Finn always wondered what it would be
like to pat a dog. It was something that stuck
with him... even in his dreams.
The only furniture he had in his cube
was an inflatable red plastic recliner chair
and two tables. One to eat off, the other with
an inset Babbage to latch on to sounds and
stories and sexual fantasies. Whatever
passed for infotainment these days.
The Tallyman dumped his roll of keys
and his HeadSpace visor on the Babbage tabletop, as it floated over to his chair. Neon
squares were drawn around the two objects
and they interfaced. The keys were re-coded
and the visor charged, as he pulled a book
from one wall niche in preparation for the
evening ahead.
On entering his cube, the preprogrammed kitchen had been preparing his
night-meal. Something that tasted like fish
and potatoes, but seeing as the last fish to
come out of the North Sea had been over
thirty years ago, it was the usual textured
Soya creation. But the carton that came out
of the kitchen serving hatch—now that was
the pukka stuff.
A litre of Old Crow malt whisky sat
next to the square paper plate and plastic
spoon. Finn spent a third of his disposable
income on alcohol; a not uncommon luxury
for the recycled. He slowly poured three fingers into the thin plastic tumbler and smelt
the kick with his eyes tightly shut. The familiar odour did... something inside his tired
brain. Was that the phantom of a memory?
Three hours from now, with a cocktail
of painkillers, the whisky would make him

kept the thermostat low to save on utility
bills. Even below the legal levels.
Then, a dead man always preferred to be
cold, so the urban myth went.
"Office, I'm off for the night," Finn said
down HeadSpace.
"Book closed, my best boy," chatted his
handler in her usual central-city drawl.
"Sleep tight. Don't let the bed bugs byte."
He snorted at her cheap little jokes and
un-jacked his visor from the implant behind
his right ear. Peace. Detachment. The illusion of freedom.
His Mural, a slim, wafer thin thing on
the one free wall that wasn't studded with
storage niches, showed the constant stream
of news-sport-porn that flowed like molasses
from the city's central WAXnervous system.
He'd managed to disable the sound five
months before, and so far he'd neither been
fined or had a repairman land on him.
There was too much electronic and living noise in the city. Finn enjoyed the silently moving mouths of the media-strippers
and rollerball-jocks. Sometimes they made
him laugh with their agonised expressions.
Mostly, it allowed him to read in peace.
Then there were the nubile pop-bubble-sex
Avatars, each one hiding some scrawny, nohope Citizen, living out a fantasy life on everyone's Mural wall.
The Tallyman just found the whole confusion... sad.
The niches in his walls contained recycled books and magazines. Finn lived on
books. It was a common fixation for a Recyc, his shrink informed him. For a man with
only eighteen months of memories, the hunger to absorb information was quite natural.
He read anything and everything.
So what was the whole pet-thing about?
Was that a dead hang-up too?
Pride of place in his living cube was a
picture of a dog that he'd hard-copied from
the Mural during an infomercial about extinct species. He liked the look of that dog,
all small and bedraggled, with one black ear
pointing up in an interested sort of way and a
black patch around the opposite bright eye.
He kept it leaning in a niche all by itself.
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from too little sleep... was this what he had
always looked like? He'd never really know
how much plastic surgery he'd been given...
once he was dead.
Smearing his jaw with depilatory cream,
The little dog barked with the sound turned he winced slightly. His shoulder was still
right down. A mummer's play along the stiff where he had been stabbed, even though
coastal path, as a chubby young hand threw Refit should have put that right the previous
a stick for the little, scruffy quadruped, time day. He took a few more pills, then checked
that the morphine shunt embedded in his
after time...
Just out of his wide-eyed vision, Finn right side read full.
No pain today.
knew mum and dad were there. They had to
The whisper of the little dog danced in
be there.
Then he was back in that bed again... the rear of his brain and he tenderly picked
Real sheets... Real window looking out up the picture he'd printed out. What was its
across the sea, as a silent sun set on the re- name? Was that dream just a fantasy of his
peat-dream. The blur came into his room, refurbished mind, as all the psych's told him?
right on time. A faceless woman, (Still smil- Because there should be no way he had reing despite the fact she had no mouth,) tained some of his original memories.
But it was so Jeesus damn real...
straightened the covers and shooed the little
Plugging back into HeadSpace and holdog off the bed.
stering his Salamander, he slipped on his
Then the kiss.
Even in his drunken sleep, the tears ran outdoor coat and went to see what joys the
wet down his cheeks as he remembered the new Corporate day would bring. Two mingoodnight kiss. Then that hug, as warm as utes later, he was fighting for his second-life.
any Glaswegian day.
Now he was alone in a small red boat. The recycled woman must have followed
Rising and falling with the tide as he slipped him all the way back to Napoleon Hi-rizers.
silently through sunken streets. Looking over He should have obeyed his instinct and rethe side, through crystal clear sea, he ported a suspect-tail to the Office the previthought he could see lions, snarling under- ous evening. As he shot out of the vacuum
tube from his home, she dropped down bewater.
hind him, slipping a garrote neatly over his
head. Her knee in the small of his back apMorning came too soon.
Inside Finn's head, the alarm sounded plied the right leverage as the microthin wire
with the sfx of a flock of geese passing began to decapitate him.
HeadSpace fired data into his suffocatabove. It was meant to conjure up pictures of
clear blue skies and heather-covered moun- ing brain, skimming information from the ID
tains. But all the recycled man could bring to tag swinging from a chain on her waistcoat...
mind were the endless lines of wind farms most of which had been erased with acid.
across the top of the cotton plantations of The usual ploy of a Citizen gone bad.
Scotland.
• Attacker: 5.8 height, 120lbs.
Finn took a pill to clear the dregs of a
• Female: 26.3 yrs. Covertly armed,
hangover, deciding to skip breakfast. Mov- muscle-enhanced.
ing to the small sink and mirror in one cor• Ironglass implant by RoseLang.
ner, he stared at the glazed eyes of his reflec• Initialised: Jun8/2102.
tion. The slightly oval face stared back, a
The same day as his own artificial perlittle too heavy on the jowls, of an indetermi- sonality.
nate age. The telltale lobotomy scar just unThe thin steel band under the skin of his
der the dark hairline. The dark ringed eyes neck held, as the woman began to strain and
sleep. It was an oblivion he looked forward
to every night. So he stirred the fake fishy
meal back into the sludge it probably came
from, and took his first drink of the evening.
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He flipped out his own Salamander and
lobbed a fat pellet into the thing's everyhungry mouth. Debbie8082 must have
known she was finished, but she still fumbled to load her own weapon again.
Eyeball shot.
The recycled plastic pellet, made from
compressed supermarket carrier bags exhumed from one of numerous landfill mines,
shot out of the business end of his gun and
hit its target true. Straight through her right
eye and out of the back of her skull, to loose
its momentum and bounce down over the
balcony into the gulf between the round towers.
She fell to her knees, one hand fluttering
to the hole where her eye used to be. Head
slumping forward; there was pink stuff oozing out of the exit wound in the back of her
skull. The glint of an ironglass prong visible
through the hole.
"Why me?" Finn asked the woman, dying for a second time. "Why Delete me?"
She suddenly threw back her head, her
face covered in a death mask of her own
blood. Fixing him with her one good eye, he
could see the pupil expanding as her life energies slipped away.
"You left the damn gate open..." she
slurred, and then fell over sideways, stone
dead.
The Tallyman paced around her body
for a full thirty seconds, tight-lipped and still
full of pumped-adrenaline. There was a flock
of Gonzo-bots huddled together like a bunch
of kids' balloons, blinking at him. They'd
have already beamed this kill in. The regular
Politz would be on their way, drowning him
in red tape and fines. Early morning walkers
moved around him and the fresh kill, not
saying a word, wide-eyed with ashen coloured faces, doing what a Citizen did best—
ignoring a bad situation.
"Office. Respond, Office. Finn5612 reporting an attempted Deletion," he croaked
into his HeadSpace, dabbing at the slice
around his neck with a bloodied tissue.
"Logging on, Finn5612. Report victim's
ID," came the familiar vanilla voice of his
handler, Kassandra.

sweat, even though he was bleeding furiously. It had been well worth the money,
Finn thought, in a detached sort of way. He
swung around and caught his attacker three
sharp jabs in the ribs with his right elbow.
On the third hit, something snapped. She let
out a stifled cry.
No morphine shunt then, he added this
to his growing knowledge.
Now, why the fuck was there a Delete
out on him?
Finn's HeadSpace jack worked overtime,
linking his ironglass implant to the Office,
with a call for aid. Lurching back, his head
collided with hers and there was another satisfactory crunch as he smashed her nose. She
dropped the garrote and went stumbling
away, temporarily blinded.
His hand fluttered over the stock of his
Salamander, but to shoot the attacker now
meant loosing whatever instructions she was
carrying in her ironglass memory.
FaceFitt.Co software rapid-fired through
the city's peeper vaults and back out via the
Office. No ident came back. She'd had
enough skills to fiddle with the security network and make herself invisible. If only
she'd speak so that he could get her voiceprint.
"Why did you let him out that day?" his
attacker suddenly shouted nasally at him.
He'd broken her nose and she was spluttering
through a tide of blood.
"What? What the fuck are you talking
about, girl?" Finn grunted back.
She suddenly drew her own Salamander
and let off a clumsy incendiary shot. A fat
Gonzo-bot behind Finn went up in flames, as
he dropped flat to the walkway.
"Goody... Another Tallyman..." he muttered.
With a head-rush, her ID finally came
through.
• Name: Debbie8082.
• Affiliation: RedAcreFarmingCo-op.
"Farmers?" he ranted to himself. "What
the deuce did I ever do to the farmers?"
So it was guns then, in a crowded part of
the city. Fucking brilliant—more damned
fines.
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an urban terrorist?
Vigilance + Company Loyalty = Safe
Ra was the most prominent of current
GB counter-Kulture organisations. The long
haired eco-fighters, determined to bring back
a people's government of elected citizens,
rather than the Company Law that now ran
97.7% of the world's Citizens, were into big
gestures—not petty vandalism and pointless
executions.
He swept the single room for DNA
trace, using a standard crime scene-peeper.
The machine chuckled and murmured to itself for a few minutes, whilst Finn trod carefully through the debris, looking for some
other clue to this mess.
What had she meant by her dying
words? "You left the damn gate open..."
The word 'gate' often had a historical
connection to one of the old Thames Barriers. The second barrier was built in 2043,
both old and new eventually failing to prevent the greater city of London being
flooded by the rising sea levels. It was an old
urban myth that some sick joker left the
gates open in the last barrier on April 1st
2052, letting in billions of gallons of ocean.
The flooding of London beginning the Great
Credit Crash, as all the world's financial
markets went down simultaneously.
Gate... Was this some sort of code
It was as bland as his own, which didn't surprise him. She would have been on a similar phrase connected with the terrorist cell, Ra?
He picked up a large piece of Debweekly stipend as him and housed in a district that was predominately occupied by Re- bie8082's Babbage table. The same model as
cycs. Xombie ghettos, the infofeed called his own, BlackApple5.2. There were bits and
them. But Finn hadn't been expecting the pieces of useless information still salvageable, which he could just about call to the
mess he found.
The place had been trashed. Wall niches, surface. The clock was ticking and the Office
once filled with books and mags, emptied would be wondering what the fuck he was
and in some cases parts of the wall removed, about.
She had been a drama addict. There was
to bleed fibreglass insulation. Furniture,
what little there was of it, had been smashed a library of over six thousand episodes of
to pieces and the Mural had been burned off various soapfantasy shows. She liked
the wall. In the half melted scorch mark sweetstuff.
Then something caught his eye underwhich marked the screen's position, was a
neath the rest of the shattered interface table.
familiar spray painted symbol.
The slip of paper almost obscured by the
The red, white and blue eye of Ra.
It didn't fit. Why would any other Cor- wreckage made him suddenly chill. He
poration target such a low-level Tallyman as reached out and picked up the downloaded
himself? Could this Debbie8082 have been picture. It was the same image of a little
"Me..." he muttered back, still on edge.
He calmed himself down a touch before
running off a tight verbal report, whilst he
waited for the Politz. He could already hear
the lazy sirens closing in from the west.
Somewhere in the convoluted, slightly halfbaked city nervous system was a kill-order
from another Company. He had to find out
who they were and nix it, quickly.
A Tallyman with debts owed, was a
corpse waiting to happen.
Lack of Funds = Recyc.
Looking nervously about, Finn slipped a
coil of microfibre from his coat pocket. He
plugged one of the shoelace ends into a jack
on his HeadSpace visor. Squatting down, he
did the same with the dead woman's visor.
Now that both the cellular and ironglass portions of her brain had ceased functioning, her
mental transmissions had stopped. She was
just a corpsicle with a very expensive Babbage machine in her head.
Quickly, he siphoned all the girl's personal biog into his own ironglass implant
and hastily pulled out the wire. By the time
the rent-a-cops arrived at the scene to reclaim Debbie8082, the Tallyman was three
city towers away and breaking into her living
cube.
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the day for that, and he was more in a killing
mood.
It was whilst he was on his third CocaCoffee with extra-cream and sweetstuff,
when the second would-be assassin tracked
him down. This one was even stranger than
the first, as this Recyc was not even a Tallyman. He obviously worked in the city's ancient sewers, as he was still dressed in a
bulky plastic suit, marked with the stains of
his trade.

black and white dog that he had in his own
living cube.
"Not. Possible," he mumbled to himself.
The crime-scene peeper broke his concentration and announced it had finished.
Debbie8082 was a lonely girl. Only her
DNA was all around the ransacked living
cube. Which left Finn with the only one conclusion. She had trashed the place herself.
Getting out of there fast, before the commercial Politz got there, he tied in to the
Company she had been registered with. That
farmer's outfit, RedAcreFarmingCo-op. They
were pretty helpful. Their girl had gone off
the board about eleven hours previously,
probably sticking a screwdriver or something
long and metallic into the back of her head to
sever her ironglass connections with all
peeper facilities. Not the easiest thing to do,
especially when she had no morphine shut. It
must have hurt like hell.
He bowed out of the conversation when
the farmers' Office began to ask awkward
questions and left the usual call sign to connect
to
his
own
Company,
Xiang&Whitechapel. Let the cybernetic offices baffle each other with a ring-around of
Company-to-Company enquiries.
The picture of the little dog bugged him
the most. The odds against both of them liking, then printing out a hardcopy of, the
same pic were astronomical. Kassandra at
his Office was still on HeadMail, as she tried
to untangle the red tape spewing out across
the void from his attack, so she had no work
for him. No corporate job was bad—it gave
him too much time to think. So he moved
through the shopping halls, being towed by
the tide of humanity, until he settled in a
HeadSpace cafe-booth, overlooking the vast
sea of brightly coloured market stalls in New
Camden.
"CocaCoffee?" meeped the Gonzowaiter, scanning Finn's ID where all his likes
and dislikes were stored.
"Aye," he responded, already peoplewatching through the dusty, scratched bombproof windows. Kassandra was still on
HeadMail. He mused with the idea of dialing
up some soft porn, but it was a little early in
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Finn saw the man in the dayglo-yellow coverall striding through the throng of midday
shoppers half a tower away. He stood out in
his working clothes amongst the coats 'n'
hats brigade, as people parted in front of
him, holding their noses. Hardhat pulled low,
the figure just kept on coming like some
Gonzo. Somehow, the Tallyman knew the
sewer-rat was coming for him.
The guy was also holding a long, rusting
carving knife in one hand. Landfill treasure
or looted from one of London's sunken museums, the effect on the shoppers was still
the same—Total. Panic.
The sewer-rat began shouting something
and pointing at Finn with the old knife, but
as his plastic helmet was still over his head,
beneath the hard-hat, the Tallyman couldn't
hear a fucking deuce word he was saying.
This time he gave this nutcase no second
chances. Loading his Salamander with a
handful of plastic cutlery from the table, he
stood his ground until the last minute, as the
beefy looking assailant closed the gap between them. With about five meters to go,
Finn raised his pistol, aimed and fired.
The plastic knives and forks peppered
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of paper in one littered corner. He knew
what the picture was before he straightened
it out, but the laughing face of the little dog
with its lolling tongue and cockeyed ear
looked up at him. Same dog. Same picture.
"He didn't know the danger..."
"Scruffy..." Finn heard himself say.
The dog's name... some damn dog's
name was Scruffy. And he had belonged to
Finn in his original life. How he knew that,
was impossible to guess at. How his two
wannabe assassins knew was an even bigger
puzzle.
His HeadSpace buzzed like an angry bee
in his brain, the Office wanting to know
where the fuck he was and what he was doing. No point in making stuff up. They could
patch into his ironglass's peeper as easy as
spit. Coming off HeadMail, he faced the music.
"You have a second corpsicle on Camden and Fifteenth?" his handler had a panic
attack. "What are you doing to me, Finn?
The fines! The crudding fines!"
Calming Kassandra down, he told the
more-than-slightly peeved handler the halftruth. That both his attackers were Ra sympathisers and he had illegally examined their
homes. That this could be the beginning of
another Piccadilly Circus riot if they were
not fucking careful.
Kassandra shut up and faded away with
this inspired piece of fiction, presumably to
talk to her boss. But the pushy mare would
be bending his brain again soon. Finn had
left out the bit about the dog, of course.
All he had to do now was find out what
connected the three of them and what an image-library picture of a mongrel pup had to
do with anything, before some other head
case tried to Delete him. In the metallic tabletop, he caught sight of his own reflection
and realised what a mess he looked. He had
to get off the streets and think.
Signing himself off the book, he made a
beeline to the usual Soho-bar.

the fat man in the yellow baggy suit, making
him stop dead.
"Ow..." Finn heard him exclaim, quite
clearly this time.
"What contract have you picked up?
What Company has pressed Delete?" he
barked at the sewer worker.
"He was only little... He didn't know the
danger..." Ross7707 winged, pulling out the
bloodied missiles from his chest.
Finn fired a second barrage at the man.
"Who was little? What the fuck are you
talking about, guy?"
The man raised his knife, a look of pure
hatred painted on his face.
"Scruffy..." he mouthed, just before Finn
sent a third set of cutlery through the transparent facemask. Ross7707 staggered sideways, shoving several round booth tables out
of the way, before collapsing into a large
palm plant.
As Finn siphoned the twice-dead man's
personal biog from his brain, as he had his
first attacker, his jack buzzed frantically.
Now the Office woke up. Finn popped transmission and put himself on HeadMail. He
could imagine Kassandra's sculptured face,
bright with indignation. The clock was ticking... he had no time for protocol when his
own neck was on the block. And here came
the wail of the ruddy Politz again.
The sewer-rat's cube was smaller than
either of the Tallyman's. It too had been totally wrecked. But the man had gone one further and smeared human excrement all over
the walls and floor. Finn wondered if he was
any relation to the sod that regularly redecorated his home corridor. Guess he had been
up to his chest in shit most of his short, new
life and it had seemed the right thing to do.
Again, with the Egyptian eye in Union Jack
colours on one wall.
This was making zero sense.
In this cube, there was no picture of the
dog. Finn kicked bits of ripped furniture
aside in a desperate search for that one connection. Perhaps this was a separate attack.
But then why the vandalism and the eye on
the wall?
Finally, he found it. A screwed up ball
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The Tallyman had always liked the skinpalaces. Primarily because they were kept
warm to stop the sex-workers breaking out in
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sitting at cleared as she placed the hardware
on its glass surface. Strings of microsoftware
lights began to draw tracer patterns around
the HeadSpace interface.
"I guess you illegally downloaded stuff
from both attackers brains?" she chattered,
tassels swinging enthusiastically as her fingers ran over a lightkeyboard projected inside the glass tabletop.
"Of course. What I could get out in a
flash, anyhow."
Finn hunched forward on the padded
seat. He felt oddly nervous. He was never
nervous.
"When they brought me back..." he began, tentatively. "When they bring any of us
back, what are the chances of us retaining
some of our original memories?"
"Absolutely none," Julie replied, quite
emphatically. "This process has been in the
public domain for over fifteen years. RoseLang was producing corpsicles—as you
were so delicately known as back in those
days—in secret for twenty years before, via
the African Corporations. The successful
recycling of a human being moved in tandem
with silicon-protein breeding—that's growing the ironglass daggers that have been
spiked into your brain. We called it 'the
crown of thorns' in the trade. You should
really grab a copy of my first book, 'Playing
God'. WAXprint hold it on memory. I go
into detail about which parts of the brain are
surgically removed upon death, to fit the
crown before initiating a new personamap..."
"I think I'll pass on that," Finn paled
slightly, cutting her off.
Julie tapped the table and moved lumps
of hyper-compressed information bubbles as
she babbled on. She rarely got the opportunity to prove she had a mind in her current
trade. The strains of remixed 2030 garageclassical strings drifted through the red-lit
pleasure rooms as the ex-doctor got into her
tutorial.
"Listen." Finn tried not to be rude. "I
really just need the basics." He tried to stem
the verbal tide, but Julie was enjoying herself. "So could my dreams be ghost-

goosebumps every five minutes, and there
were other bonus attractions too. Heading for
the washroom, he shed his outdoor coat, then
spent ten minutes soaking his pale grey shirt
in the sink, until most of the blood washed
out of it.
No one eyeballed him as he cleaned up
his neck wound and covered it with a quick
spray of plastic skin from a pencil-aerosol.
Once, he'd had to sew part of his left arm
back on, out there in the ruins of Old London. A Tallyman soon became expert at DIY
surgery, until he could get booked in to a
company Refit hospital. All part of the
cruddy job.
Julie was waiting for him when he left
the blue tiled men's' room and walked back
into the hot tangerine lights of the palace.
Julie Francisco was a sex-worker whom he'd
got to know quite well over the last year. Not
so much a friend, more a regular client. She
used to be a doctor, but the pay for taking off
her clothes for horny office workers doing
lunch, and loveless dead guys, was far superior. She also had a clinical mind for all
things recycled.
Over two hot rums and zucchinis, he
told her everything that had happened that
day,
"And all three of you have the same initialisation date?" she said.
"Jun8/2102. I was guessing either a virus has been introduced into the ironglass
interface, or we're all part of a bad recycle
batch."
"No way. The RoseLang system has
over seventy separate sieves and antibody
crèches. You've got to remember, you Tallymen and all low-paid maintenance workers
are second-generation recycled cadavers.
RoseLang built up the business by supplying
hard-to-kill cannon fodder for the African
corporate wars waaay before the process was
legalised. Plus, there's no such thing as a bad
batch... But something sure as fuck has happened."
The good-looking brunette dressed in
two tassels and a thong, slipped on her heavy
vary-focal glasses and promptly borrowed
Finn's visor. The Babbage table they were
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some point during reanimation."
"Both of them?"
"Highly unlikely, I know. But these
alien engrams got in there somehow."
She tidied up the electronic table and
passed Finn's visor back to him. So now he
knew both his assailants had one thing in
common—bad thoughts messing with their
heads.
"Where could I open these engrams and
read them?"
She pulled a face. "Used to be all done
at RoseLang. As I said, the work was all sent
out for tender three... no four years ago now.
I'd have to identify the body shop that
worked on all three of you and talk to them.
Though how you're going to explain where
you got two other persona-maps from, I don't
know."
"I skate a thin line..." Finn smiled mysteriously.
He got up to go, scratching at his crew
cut, when Julie caught him gently by one
arm.
"Can I interest you in a little executive
stress relief, guy, whilst the house computer
tracks down whatever copyright glyphs it
can find in your three persona-maps?" She
grinned at him, coyly.
"Ah, well... What the hay..." Finn took
off his coat and smiled back at her.
Two minutes later they were hot and
naked in Julie's room, conducting other business.

memories of my original life?"
She shook her head.
"As I keep saying, dumbo, the portions
of your brain that retains long term memories were either surgically sliced or lasered
away when you were on the table. I wish I
could show you a real crown of thorns being
inserted into a cadaver's cranium. It's a thing
of beauty. But these days, that sort of stuff is
all jobbed-out to Gonzo body shops. The
original RoseLang operating theatres have
long been shut down... another reason why I
ended up here."
She finally stopped her fingers tapping
on the tabletop and sat back, a puzzled look
on her face. Before her, two groups of memory-files had been stacked in the holographic
screen set into the table Babbage.
"Odd, that. These engrams have all got
bad encryption dates on them. Both your attackers whole persona-command systems
have degraded... It started about 13 hours
ago. Could be a sloppy reincarnation after
all. The tales I could tell you about some of
these body shops..!"
She tapped the offending engrams with
her index finger, to try and encourage them
to open up. They looked like little coloured
bubbles bobbing in two groups. They flexed
and moved around within themselves, but
refused to open.
"Thought so. They're buggered," she
said, finally.
"That will be a medical term then."
Julie grinned at him. That was one of the
things she liked about Finn, above all the
other dead clients she had. Somehow he'd
retained a sense of humour.
"Shut up. These are foreign thought engrams. Ideas... or memories. But they've
been corrupted and got lodged within each of
your insane attackers' minds. I can't read
them on this toy interface here—it mostly
deals with porn, day in, day out. Wasn't installed for heavy cerebral diagnostics. But I
can tell you both degraded bubble groups are
identical. Could be some sort of fetish implant that didn't take... or maybe they've both
been subjected to a large electric shock at

He was in that boat again, with person or
persons unknown... drifting with the receding tide through the artificial canyons of
flooded Old London. This was it... This was
the place... Cautiously, he looked down into
the water to see if they were there. Lions beneath the sea foam.
But this time, only his reflection looked
back. He had long hair, like a democrat. His
nose was thinner and there was something
different about his jaw line. Dressed in a
combat jacket with a fat laser slung over his
shoulder.
Then someone spoke a name...

The second and final part of ‘The Recycled Man’ follows in the next issue of TFF
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Book Review
Allen Ashley (ed.), Subtle Edens: An Anthology of Slipstream Fiction. Elastic Press, 2008.
Pp. 320. ISBN 978-0955318191. £7.99.
Reviewed by Steven Pirie
What exactly is slipstream? From the back
cover of Subtle Edens: “Slipstream may use the
tropes and ideas of science fiction, fantasy and
horror but is not bound by their rules. Slipstream
may appear to be conventional literary fiction but
falls outside the staid boundaries.”.
So, this definition suggests, some stories are
most definitely literary, and some are most certainly genre, and between the two there lies a
kind of buffer zone, where each may dip into the
other’s tropes and ideas. But not quite with impunity, because the progeny of this mixed marriage can no longer be thought purely genre nor
literary, and so needs a name of its own: Slipstream.
I can understand, perhaps, a distinction being
required between say the high fantasy of elves
and swords and sorcerers with what might be
called more mundane fantasy. But I wonder
whether further degrees of genre within this
broad division are truly needed. Is slipstream not
just urban fantasy, or Mundane SF, or magical
reality, or any of the other nomenclatures of the
day to describe genre fiction based primarily in
the real world? Or is there more here, and this is
this some subtle attempt to allow ‘mildly’ genre
stories legitimately into the more approved world
of mainstream, literary fiction?
After all, there’s always been the thought that
literary denizens and readers look down upon
their genre counterparts. Audrey Niffenegger’s
Time Traveler’s Wife, for example, was marketed to great success as literary fiction yet
would qualify as slipstream by any definition
offered by Subtle Edens. I wonder whether it
would have had the same success were it labelled
fantasy, or dare I say it, slipstream? Given that
the answer is likely no, it’s not hard to see how
genre writers might take any route into literary
fiction they can get. Of course, all that might be
somewhat cynical.
And the above may seem moot, but I think
it’s worth clarifying such labels as Subtle Edens,
by the editor’s foreword, is itself a study of this
supposed sub genre. The twenty-one stories and
one essay are offered as examples of slipstream.
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And again from the back cover we have the
somewhat pretentious claim: “Genre is dead;
long live the genre that is not a genre!”.
So, does it work? Is Subtle Edens filled with
genre stories that bang upon the very doors of the
literary world? To answer that fully I think we’d
need to also go down the route of defining what
exactly is literary/mainstream fiction, and there
are as many opinions on that loitering about the
Internet as for slipstream itself. The short answer, though, is... sometimes. There are no bad
stories; all are entertaining in their own way. But
some of the stories are more rooted in reality
than others, yet it’s these others that make me
wonder, why slipstream? To be fair, I feel all
aspire to evocative language as embellishment
rather than rely purely on shock value or genre
tropes as their raison d’être, so yes, there is certainly literary value there too. And maybe that’s
the point.
One thing that struck me throughout is the
number of stories that have sudden, ambiguous
endings, as if it’s a feature of slipstream that it’s
easy to bend reality to the premise of the story
but far harder to bring things full circle and end
the story back in reality, with real and plausible
explanations of the genre elements.
The anthology opens with Mike O’Driscoll’s
'And Zero at the Bone'. It’s a strong opening
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heavy-going as lots of back-and-forth dialogue
tries to be both vague and enlightening about
Toby’s obsession with fear, read death, itself. It’s
when the unnamed narrator separates from his
roommate I felt the tale become more interesting,
possibly because the back and forth is replaced
by much introspection and I felt I was getting
inside the narrator’s character more. The ending
is both depressing and upbeat at the same time—
a neat trick—with midlife crises battling the narrator’s determination to conquer the fears that led
to Toby’s demise.
In 'Mind-Forged Manacles', by David A
Sutton, Wellman, along with his robotic bodyguard ‘Ghost’, is an E-Col operative sent to serve
a Compulsory Use Land Order on Miriam
Warangula, she who has illegally cultivated
‘Gardenzone’, verdant parkland in the industrial
outback. Wellman, rather easily it has to be said,
falls in love with Warangula, and the story develops about how the two can disable the formidably armed Ghost. Despite the fact the story
writes itself into a one-of-two endings scenario—he either saves the day and gets the girl
or he doesn’t—I rather enjoyed this story. It’s
nicely written and holds the interest. Why it
should be slipstream and not merely science fiction, though, I’m not sure.
'Icarus in Nouvellville', by Douglas
Thompson, takes the classical mythology of
Icarus flying too close to the sun to explore how
the Gods might view the modern world were it
thrust upon them. Icarus is borne on broken
wings and tradewinds and ocean currents to Nouvellville, whose occupants ride ‘...silver land
ships that hurtled by on invisible winds...’ and
talk to each other by ‘silver birds... pressed
against their ears...’ mobile phones. I love the
metaphor and poetic language, though Thompson gets carried away at times with women’s
‘sacred places’ as a euphemism for their, erm,
doodahs, and the fact that Icarus’s eyes seem
unduly mobile when bathers/water-nymphs run
screaming up the beach as his ‘eyes followed
after them’. I’d do the same, I fear. It’s an interesting tale, with even a hint of 9/11 for a finale,
and is perhaps unusual in the collection in that it
turns around the concept of reality. I mean, telling the story from Icarus’s point of view, it’s our
reality that’s alien, rather than in the other stories
that generally start with our reality as the norm
and then warp it slightly into slipstream. Retrograde slipstream? No, don’t get me going again.
'The House Beneath Delgany Street', by

that weaves an unfolding mystery message delivered in various ways to Cloud. That Cloud’s wife
and daughter are ‘away’ adds emotion and confusion until eventually all is revealed, the message is decoded and Cloud is reunited at least
with his daughter. Happily, the dog makes it to
paradise too. There should be more tales in
which the family dog makes the cut!
'Darkroom', by Nina Allan, is a gentle but
compelling tale, lovingly crafted in fine detail,
yet somehow it managed to leave me cold with
such an abrupt ending. The story meandered a
little, but that was fine as I couldn’t help but bob
along with the currents of love and loss. But in a
way it meant I felt the abrupt ending more keenly
given the gentleness of the preceding tale. The
fantasy element is slight, and so this is probably
a good example of the literary end of slipstream.
This, along with “The House Beneath Delgany
Street” and “Jasmine”, I feel to be amongst the
best stories in the anthology.
'Alouette', by Joel Lane, is much more unashamed genre than “Darkroom”. It’s a horror
offering that tells the story of ‘Happy Slapping’
video being sent at regular intervals to the protagonist’s mobile phone. Each call is accompanied by the song of the title. Each call exceeds
the previous in the level of violence. Probably
not a story for the squeamish, but nevertheless
full of colourful imagery and with a nice ending
that turns the tale somewhat back upon itself.
'Adrift', by Ian Shoebridge, is an odd tale
based on no reality I’m familiar with. The protagonist, like the story, drifts on an ocean having
succumbed to the mysterious and unexplained
sinking of his ship. Despite clinging to a plank
without food or water he survives great journeys.
It’s the places he arrives at that raise the story.
Shoebridge certainly has a vivid imagination,
and the ports of call he creates are wonderful and
entertaining. A disappointing ending, perhaps,
but one in keeping with the constantly changing
tack of the story. The ending has the feel that the
writer merely got bored and stopped. The whimsical nature of the tale hints at a deeper allegory,
of society’s outcasts and deserters, and possibly
even global warming/flooding. Or maybe it’s just
sheer entertainment. I can be an Emperor’s New
Clothes kind of person sometimes!
'Phobophilia', by Jeff Gardiner, tells the
tale of two social misfits pushed together as
roommates when starting at university. Phobophilia – the psychological love of fear. From the
wonderful opening line, the tale becomes a little
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summer back into Louise’s life I wouldn’t like to
call. But it’s certainly a piece of writing that lingers after it’s gone.
'My Copy of Robinson', by Daniel Bennett,
is the story I pondered longest over in writing
this review. I couldn’t quite make my mind up if
it worked or not for me. It has an element of describing fiction within fiction, the writing of
Robinson of the title and how it applies to the
narrator, that perhaps slows things down. Then
again that nested quality also adds complexity
that might be missing in some of the other tales
in the anthology. The attention to detail is superb, yet it still has that slipstream vagueness
I’ve come to expect by now.
'Silent Emergent, Doubly Dark' is the
rather oddly entitled piece by Richard Thieme,
and follows the life of an alien in its quest to understand consciousness and self. There’s some
very imaginative writing here, and a complexity
that probably raises what’s essentially a story
deeply set in science fiction to the fringes of slipstream. We’re left wondering what’s real and
what’s not real, and that’s not a bad way it seems
to end a slipstream story.
'God’s Country', by A B Goelman, tells of
Sammy and Will, both ‘sensitives’ employed by
the Department of Industry and Development in
laying railway tracks across God’s Country. The
sensitives can see the Old Gods, malignant spirits bent of mischief, so their role is one of consultation. But Will is missing, and Sammy sees
his real role in finding him. In doing so Sammy’s
loyalty to his friend is severely tested. A fine
piece of writing, this. I found myself held
throughout by the delicious prose and the interesting storyline. Futuristic, perhaps, but solidly
slipstream, I think.
'Welcome to Rodeomart', by Steve Rasnic
Tem, takes consumerism to entirely new levels
as the battle to obtain the latest gadget involves
intense cunning, extreme violence and having a
decent aim with a lasso. A strange ending involving a heavenly warehouse and the appliance to
end all appliances makes for a very entertaining
and unusual story indeed.
'The Upstairs Room', by Kate Robinson, is
a superbly written piece in which the reasons
Coralie is reluctant to spend time in her bedroom
is skilfully revealed; from adolescent angst, to
hidden voices, to, well, adding more would mean
me including spoilers to some extent. Robinson
has a deft talent with words, and I love the way
this tale begins almost mundanely in the ordinary

Scott Brendel, is another piece most definitely
slipstream by Subtle Edens’s definition. This is a
glimpse into the harsh world of tramps and hobos, and their search for the almost mythical
house on Delgany Street, with its grail-like comforts of roast dinners and gravy; surely the last
refuge for down-and-outs before they depart this
world. I love the sinister feel to the story, that the
house is both salvation and damnation. This is
also among the best stories in the collection.
'Overturned', by Neil Ayres and Aliya
Whiteley, is one of the longer stories on offer.
The story is told from a number of points of
view, each overlapping at first as we witness
events from each character before each then
moves the story forward in their own way. The
genre element is slight, revolving around Sammie finding the mysterious and much sought after egg from the “diamond crab”. But the meat of
the tale is in the differences and hardships of the
characters’ relationships, and the battle young
Sammie has in finding her place amongst them.
A tale certainly toward the literary end of slipstream, and certainly well worth the read.
'Man, Who Considers The Cosmos', by S J
Hirons, I found a little confusing at first, not
feeling I knew whose story it was nor what was
going on until well into the tale. But, when
things did come together, the story took on a new
life, became quite dark in tone and was well
worth the effort in perseverance.
'Nose Piercing', by D W Green, I think
strays too far from reality to qualify as slipstream. It’s a satirical journey into the world of
puppets and the strings that constrain them, and
the conflicts amongst those who might shake
them off. In true Pinocchio style, one soon learns
it’s not the noses being pierced but the noses doing the piercing! Possibly it’s the symbolism to
real society restraining ourselves that brings in
the slipstream element, though the premise of the
story to my mind sees it as firmly genre. An entertaining piece just the same.
'Saxophony', by Marion Pitman, is a
smooth, pleasant read that I must confess I didn’t
understand. Louise has strong feelings she’s
known Steven for some time, though from where
and when she can’t recall. When the two embark
upon a somewhat stop-start relationship one feels
it’s only time before all will be revealed of their
past. But Steve’s sax playing somehow rescues
summer, and behind him when he plays the city
becomes verdant. Whether this is a literal return
to Eden or a subtle metaphor that he can bring
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vated by her simple charms. But with her imperfections, he knows Jasmine can never be his, and
only by stepping into alternative universes can he
possibly find the ‘perfect’ Jasmine. Too late he
realises it’s those very imperfections that make
‘our universe’ Jasmine what she is. And he
learns things about his own parallel self that are
best not known. A fabulous piece of writing—
quite possibly the best kept until last—packed
with emotion and as surely as slipstream as it
gets.
'Nomads of the Slipstream' is Jeff Gardiner’s one piece of nonfiction in Subtle Edens.
It’s an interesting idea to include an essay championing the cause of one’s genre (even when it’s
not a genre) in the middle of the book. It allowed
time to draw breath, to stand back from the stories read so far and examine the idea of this thing
called Slipstream, now that we’ve enjoyed a
sample of what it offers. Gardiner argues eloquently and forcibly, and cites a number of literary luminaries to the cause. I wonder, for the
sake of balance, whether further essays should
have been included, possibly from those fiercely
loyal to genre or to literary fiction, just to hear
why they might prefer their arenas undiluted by
the other’s tropes. All of which is merely my
musing, and not to be taken as criticism of Subtle
Edens in any form.
My apologies for the length of this review. If
you’ve read this far, I hereby award you the Slipstream Medal of Honour (It’s not quite real, so
don’t ask The Future Fire for it. :-) ), as truly
you are an aficionado of the genre that is not a
genre.
Whilst I was writing this report, it was announced Subtle Edens is to be Elastic Press’s last
publication. In some ways the news made me
pause. It felt as if I was to write something of a
eulogy here, too. It’s certainly sad in that over
the years I’ve not read a poor offering from Elastic Press. I can empathise with the publisher’s
desire to find more time to further his own writing career. I wish him well. Congratulations,
Elastic Press, on a fine stint. They ask that readers continue to support the press until the end. I
hope this is reflected in the continuing sales of
Subtle Edens. Slipstream? Literary? Mainstream?
It doesn’t matter when all’s done; at £7.99 for
300+ pages of quality fiction, it’s well worth the
entry price.

but ends up decidedly slipstream as the plot progresses.
'Luxury Flats', by Josh McDonald, has the
wonderfully imaginative concept that one may
‘rent out’ parts of one’s brain to well-to-do but
terminally ill tenants. Of course, as in life, one
can not always choose one’s neighbours, and all
is soon found to be ‘not well’. Great stuff.
'Conspiracy Courts the Maiden', by Toiya
Kristen Finley is a bold experiment with form
that sadly doesn’t work for me. Apparently it’s
part of the definition of slipstream that writers
are allowed to tweak form as well as reality, but
here I found the page split in two and two
threads of the story told simultaneously too much
of a distraction, and the merits or otherwise of
the tale became second place. I didn’t feel I
knew where I was to read next. Was I to read
each thread through in its entirety? And if so,
why not just set it out conventionally? Was I to
read to each juncture and then go back to start
again on the other side of the page (when the
idea of turning pages backwards to read a story
seems so alien)? I’m a Philistine, I know, but I
like my fiction to start top left and end bottom
right. Surely even slipstream stories have to be
readable else what’s the point?
'Out of Time', by Gary Fry, was a blessing
after the form induced headache of 'Conspiracy'.
Jim is a self-confessed hypochondriac who discovers he really is ill with a dodgy heart (would
that be a joyous thing for a hypochondriac or the
ultimate fear?). Jim’s wife is herself terminally
ill. They take a trip with a hiking club to Malham, where the town’s famous rift fault becomes
symbolic of Jim and his wife’s torn world. And
here be monsters. The tale emerges as an extended metaphor to Jim facing his mortality, as
one by one each of his hiking companions are
taken by the monsters. Derek is a teacher, so
education can’t help Jim. Peter is a scientist,
Kevin a technologist and Jane deeply religious,
and none of them can help. In a way, there’s an
underlying pessimism in the tale, that ultimately
nothing we can do will cheat the inevitable, and
eventually we all must face death alone. And the
tale is set to a backdrop of some rather tasty horror writing. But is it slipstream or Horror?
The final piece of fiction is 'Jasmine', by
Andrew Tisbert, a profoundly poignant story in
which the protagonist, escaping from a failed
marriage, takes a job at the Willowbrook Institution, a run-down, under-resourced home for the
disabled. Here he meets Jasmine, and is captiThe Future Fire 2009.15
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